University Commencement Ceremony

Presented Virtually

Ten O’Clock
Friday Morning, December 11
Two Thousand Twenty

Doctoral Recognition Ceremony

Presented Virtually

Three O’Clock
Friday Afternoon, January 15
Two Thousand Twenty One

The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro was established by legislative enactment on February 18, 1891, and opened its doors on October 5, 1892.

The institution came into being as a direct result of the efforts of Dr. Charles Duncan McIver, on behalf of the education of women. The University owes much of its foundation to Dr. McIver, who became its first president and served until his death in 1906.

Since its founding, the institution has evolved along with its name, which has been changed several times: State Normal and Industrial School (1891-1897); State Normal and Industrial College (1897-1919); North Carolina College for Women (1919-1932); Woman's College of the University of North Carolina (1932-1963). In 1963, the North Carolina General Assembly changed the name to the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, and the institution became coeducational by the same act.

In the fall of 1964, the first class of male students was admitted. Black women were admitted starting in 1956. In 1972 the General Assembly merged all state-supported institutions of higher education into the University of North Carolina System. The University of North Carolina at Greensboro is a member of the 17-campus university system.

From a student body of 223 and a faculty of 15 in 1892, the University has grown to a student body of 19,764 students—19% of whom are graduate students—and a total faculty of 1,164. The University of North Carolina at Greensboro includes the following academic units: College of Arts and Sciences, Joseph M. Bryan School of Business and Economics, School of Education, School of Health and Human Sciences, Lloyd International Honors College, Joint School of Nanoscience and Nanoengineering, School of Nursing, and College of Visual and Performing Arts. The University has more than 125 undergraduate majors and concentrations, and over 80 graduate programs offering more than 180 advanced degrees.

As the University has evolved from the State Normal and Industrial School in 1891 to University of North Carolina at Greensboro today, so has the University Flag. The flag bears the traditional colors of gold and white, which were first used in the commencement ceremony of 1894, as well as navy blue, which was added as the third color in 1987. In 2018, the University completed a brand refresh, updating its colors to include new shades of navy blue and gold and adopting grey as a fourth color. In 2020, a revision of the University Flag was completed to include official University colors. The December 2020 Commencement marks the debut of this new flag. The University Seal, depicting the likeness of Minerva, appears on both sides of the flag.

Following the commencement ceremony, the University Bell will ring in honor of the graduates. The University Bell sounded the opening of the State Normal and Industrial College (now the University of North Carolina at Greensboro) on October 5, 1892. The Class of 1940, in celebration of the 50th anniversary of its graduation, commissioned the restoration of the University Bell, which is still used to mark significant University events.

The colors of the University of North Carolina at Greensboro are gold, white, and navy blue, with gold and white used in the hood.
Commencement Ceremony
Program

Prelude

Singing of the National Anthem
Michael Friedrich, May ’20

Chancellor’s Welcome
Chancellor Franklin D. Gilliam, Jr.

Greetings from the UNCG Board of Trustees
Betsy Oakley ’69, Chair of the Board of Trustees

Greetings from the UNCG Alumni Leadership Board
Sherita Gatling ’02
President of the Alumni Leadership Board

Greetings from the Student Government Association
Hunter Martin, May ’20
SGA President 2019-2020

Greetings from the Faculty
Dr. Anthony Chow, Faculty Senate Chair, Associate Professor of Library and Information Studies

Greetings from the University of North Carolina Board of Governors
and Presentation of
the Board of Governors Teaching Excellence Award
Terry Hutchens, UNC Board of Governors
Recipient: Dr. Carmen Sotomayor, Professor, Department of Languages, Literatures, and Cultures

Presentation of Honorary Degree Candidates
Rhiannon Giddens, Doctor of Letters
Emmylou Harris, Doctor of Letters

Greetings from the Class of 2020
Jurne Smith, May ’20
Casey Johnson, December ’20

Authorization for the Conferring of Degrees
Betsy Oakley ’69

Conferring of Degrees
Presentation of Graduate Degree Candidates
Dr. Kelly Burke, Vice Provost and Dean for Graduate Education

Presentation of Undergraduate Degree Candidates
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor, Jim Coleman

Presentation of Beyond Academics Candidates
Provost Jim Coleman

Tassel Turning Ceremony
Terrence Rollins, December ’20

Concluding Remarks
Chancellor Franklin D. Gilliam, Jr.

Singing of the Alma Mater
Ringing of the University Bell
Alison Csaji, August ’20
Born in Greensboro, North Carolina, Giddens is a Grammy-award-winning singer, songwriter, and performing artist and the recipient of a MacArthur Fellowship.

An internationally-known musician and songwriter who first gained success as the lead singer, violinist, and banjo player of the old-time, country, and blues band the Carolina Chocolate Drops. She graduated from the North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics, received her Bachelor of Music degree from Oberlin Conservatory of Music, where she studied opera, and briefly studied at the graduate level at UNC Greensboro’s College of Visual and Performing Arts. Beyond her formal musical training, she studied with some of the last of the old-time African American musicians and spent time in West Africa learning from musicians who played instruments that preceded the development of the banjo in the United States.

In addition to her work with the Carolina Chocolate Drops, with whom she recorded two albums, Genuine Negro Jig (2010) and Leaving Eden (2012), Giddens released two solo albums: Tomorrow Is My Turn (2015) and Freedom Highway (2017). She has performed at national and international festivals and venues, including Carnegie Hall, Lincoln Center, the White House, the Spoleto Festival, the Vancouver Folk Music Festival, the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival, the Chicago Blues Festival, the Aarhus Festival (Denmark), and the National Folk Festival in North Carolina. She is currently working on a number of projects, including a ballet, a musical on the black community preceding and following the Wilmington Riot of 1898, and another piece on the life of the 19th-century Senegambian enslaved Muslim Omar Ibn Said who lived in Fayetteville, and an album with Italian Jazz musician Francesco Turrisi.

As the MacArthur Foundation notes, “In her recordings and live performances, Giddens has mined the history of the African American string band tradition, introducing new audiences to the black banjoists and fiddlers whose influences have been left out of popular narratives of the lineage of folk and country music… [She] trained as an opera singer before returning to North Carolina to immerse herself in traditional American roots music through study of archival recordings and the mentorship of the octogenarian fiddler Joe Thompson. Having honed her skills on the fiddle and 5-string banjo, she co-founded with two other bandmates the Carolina Chocolate Drops in order to share this tradition with a new generation of listeners.” Her original compositions span the experiences of African Americans from slavery to the present. She has drawn inspiration from slave narratives, early twentieth-century songwriters such as Mississippi John Hurt, and even a rap about police violence written by her nephew, Justin Harrington.

Notably, Harrington will star as Bess in Greensboro Opera’s production of The Gershwin’s’ Porgy & Bess in 2020. The performance will take place at the Steven Tanger Center for the Performing Arts in Greensboro.
A 14-time Grammy Award recipient, Emmylou Harris’ contribution as a singer and songwriter spans four decades. The iconic and highly influential Americana artist has recorded more than 25 albums and has lent her talents to recordings by many fellow artists. In recognition of her remarkable career, Harris was inducted into the Country Music Hall of Fame in 2008 and earned a Grammy Lifetime Achievement award in 2018.

Harris’ childhood was spent primarily in North Carolina and Woodbridge, Virginia, where she was the valedictorian of her class. In the fall of 1965, she began her freshman year at UNC Greensboro on a drama scholarship. While at the University she appeared in Shakespeare’s “The Tempest” as well as other productions.

Harris began a music career playing solo and duo gigs at the Red Door on Tate Street, in UNCG’s Elliott Hall, and at other venues before eventually leaving college to pursue a music career. In New York City, she worked as a waitress while continuing to perform in Greenwich Village coffeehouses. After a brief marriage, she moved to Clarksville, Maryland. It was during this time that Gram Parsons of the Flying Burrito Brothers invited Harris to collaborate on his first solo album. Their harmonies on songs such as “We’ll Sweep out the Ashes in the Morning” have become the stuff of legend. In the ensuing years, Harris collaborated with artists on multiple albums, including Bob Dylan’s “Desire.” In 1975, she released “Pieces of the Sky,” which brought respect as a solo country performer. In 1976, she released “Elite Hotel,” which drove her to country music stardom. The success of her 1992 live album “At the Ryman” is credited with helping preserve the grand old Ryman Auditorium as a treasured music venue.

Harris has recorded 26 studio albums, 3 live albums, and 11 compilation albums. In addition to her Grammy awards, she has won three country music awards and has been nominated for 24. Harris has more than 70 soundtrack credits, including her work on the album for the movie “O Brother, Where Art Thou?”

In addition to her achievements as a musician, Harris has a long history of philanthropy. She is a women’s rights activist who has worked with Sarah McLachlan as part of Lilith Fair – which has raised over $10 million in charity. She is a strong animal rights activist and founded her own shelter called Bonaparte’s Retreat. Concerned about the long-term hazards of unexploded anti-personnel devices left behind after wars, she played a key role in the Concerts for a Landmine Free World. Harris has also been a strong supporter of the LGBTQ community; her advocacy for LGBTQ rights has manifested in many performances in Pride parades throughout the United States. She has also served on the American Academy of Arts and Sciences’ Commission on the Humanities and Social Sciences since 2011.
Specialist in Education

Degree

1. Degree awarded August 2020.

Master's Degrees

Master of Arts

Gretel Acosta
Fatimah Hussain A. Algudaihi
Joshua Adam Allman
Badr Omar M. Aloraini
Alaina Nicole Anttila
Emalie Marie Ashe
Sarangan Balasubramaniam
Christopher James Barbieri
Phylise Stewart Bartlett
Ryan Alexandra Batteman
Christian Alexander Batts
Kyle Wilson Booker
Kenneth Carl Bracker
Patrick Brent Brackett
Andrea Shirleanna Bradley
Jerry Neal Brand
Natalie Celeste Branson
Sarah Arant Britt
Maya Angela Brooks
Dovie Ann Brewer
Chelsea Ann Bunch
Alexandra Lenae Byom
James Daniel Cameron
Natalie Jasmin Cholula
Lauren Marie Costner
Sarah Noel Cox
Ashley Holloway Crawford
Kailyn S. Deutch
Triumph Toluwani Emmanuel
Julie Marie Formanski
Marvin Jaren Fulwood III
1 Tiffany Marie Gallop
Sarah Oberst Gibbons
Elizabeth Ticknor Gilbert
Abigail Noel Girard
Guendalina Grazia Giuliano
Desireé A. Gorbba-Finalet
Angela Lynn Gordon Mills
Sarah Anne Love Grahl
Michele Sisk Gregory
Anthony Lorne Haase
Janet Katelyn Hammond
McKenzie Kate Highfill
Caitlin Ann Hill
Kimberly Kristine Howell
Donna Gooden Jackson
Mary Katherine Jarvis
Brandon Jaynes
Emily Rose Jones
Baylee Reed Jutting
Najmeh Khalili
Yuju Yi Kim
Melissa Lin Knapp
Sravani Krosuri
Nicole Renee LaFlamme
Asad Lamot
Jonathan A. Latta
Mar‘Quajah La’Trece Leathers
Jessica Mitsuko Lee
Romesh Liyana Arachchige
Camaron LaShelle Loritts
Jessica K. Lewis Mallabone
Kimberly Ann Martin
Stephanie Massengale
Katherine Martin Matador
Kate Elise McDannold
Krysta Marie McEnaney
Samuel James McFarlane
Candace Marie McKoy
Thomas Drennan Mclennigan
Nicole Jennae Merritt
Logan Elizabeth Mims
Amila Kusumsiri Muthunayake
Rikki Lin Nisbet
Stefanie A. Pape
Anna Grace Parente
Ariel Alyse Patrick
Cameron Vincent Trace Phillips
Halley Dene Phillips
Kaela A. Powers
Sarah Grace Cilanne Price
Harriet Aiden Priddgen
Daniel Joseph Pruitt
1 Cameron Philip Pughac
Janie Raghunandan
Lourdes Maria Ramirez
Jeffrey Robert Ray
Michael Alan Ream III
1 Jonathan August Reiter
Kendal Aleah Ritchie
Emilee Noel Kosch Robbins
Melissa Ann Roberts
Amanda Elizabeth Rossi
Michelle Sajjad
Purvi Sanghvi
Angie Marie Santiago
William Jordan Sasiela
Aaron F. Scheuermann
Christopher Wayne Simpson
1 Joseph Kumar Sircar
Xuem Siu Sr.
Cassandra Lyn Slaven
Cassandra R. Smith
Erlin Elisabeth Smith
William Siegfried Smith IV
Maya A. Solomon
Carly Breanna Spainhour
Carter Smith Spradling
1 Kirsten Faith Stovall
Cynthia Juanita Stroud
Julia Suskauer
Edmund Achu Teba
Morgan Layne Tedder
Bimita Thapa
Eric Blaine Toler
1 Nijah Imani Toshumba
Arthur Giovonne Townsend
Leslie Elise Upchurch
Denisha Amani Ward
Terrance Rayshaun Ward
Kendall Mariah Warner
Lisa Marshall Washington
Doris Ekeminiobong Wesley
Andre Phillip White Jr.
William Raymond White
Ashley Brooke Williams
A'til Shereen Williams
Holly Renee Williams
Christopher James Woelfel
1 Shannon Lee Young
Xuechen Zhu

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
Master's Degrees
Master of Arts in Teaching

1. Degree awarded August 2020.

1. Degree awarded August 2020.

1. Teresa Flannigan Aldridge
2. Sarah Elizabeth Barton
3. Mario Michael Cono II
4. Alexander Curt Coulson
5. Josue E. Farnes Maldonado
6. Krystal Weiss Frazer
7. Jordan Ciesielski Griffin

Lianna Cara Harbeson
Evelyn Hernandez-Rojas
Gary Lee Hopper
Nargiza Abdizhalilovna Kiger
Rachel Ashley Knierim
Gary Tuch Lawson
Sarah Freeman Lord
Alexander Stewart Macmillan
Sara Ellen Marsh
Michele Danielle Roberson
Tiffany Monique Rogers
Julie A. Tronsen
Savannah Catherine White

Master of Business Administration

Fanuel Tesfaye Adnew
Armin Ahmetovic
1. Fabio Alamini Rodrigues
Basel Nabil Alrish
Sami Amer Baker
Dajanae Alize Brooks
Hunter Cole Brooks
Carl Joseph Champion Jr.
Joshua James Chancy
Megan Nicole Clutter
John Matthew Czarnowski
Simone Dell'Oca

Tiffani Marie Donley
Jaimie L. Duensing
Nigel Thomas Espey
Eugene Wayne Faircloth
Vishnu Gopinath Menon
Steven Keith Greene
Cassidy Lynn Hodge
Miranda Elizabeth Jones
Richard Kanegusuku Solis
Kunlun Li
Yibo Li
Erin Michelle Manion
Cassandra Lee McDaniel
Arjanai Di'Shanique Miller
Elo Samuel Ndupu
Christopher Mark Nichol
Lloyd Nana-Kwaku Owusu
Matthew Kelly Pate
Harshada Snehal Prabhu
Amrita Rane
Jan Striewe
Andrew Ryan Wilson
Mackenzie Renee Winslow
Shanshan Zhang

Master of Education

1. Teresa Flannigan Aldridge
2. Norh Masoud Alnajrani
3. Vonda A. Alston
4. Kiara Cymone Baldwin
5. Yasmine Monea Bell
6. Sherry Ashley Metcalfe Cogdill
7. Janay Georgetta Crosland
8. Lindsay Jai Davis
9. Rachael Lynne Edmonds
10. Sanna Clare Ray Festa
11. Margo Leticia Ford
12. Leah Nicole Golden
13. Donya Hafshejani
15. Jaelyn Yvonne Harvey
16. Dena Nicole Harward
17. Priscilla Ann Hayes

Tara Lynn Hedges
Kathleen Joy Heidbreder
Madison Leigh Hemric
Felisha Jean Holton
Lynda Gayle Horner
1. Cassandra Ramese Johnson
2. Brandi Nicole Kennedy
3. Aaron Bernard Kidd
4. Jenna Elizabeth Klorer
5. Danni Ma
6. Asia Dawan Martin
7. Cory Michael McCoy
8. Gianna-Marie E. Medina
9. Shaine Thomas Middleton
10. Kirstie Leigh Miles
11. Jennifer Lindsay Richardson
12. Terrell Ty’Vek Richardson
13. Briona La’Shay Rivers
14. Wendy Drewry Roland
15. Latoya Denita Sides
16. Katherine Leann Singleton
17. Logan Leigh Slate
18. Jennifer Nicole Smith
19. Christal Stone Southern
20. Margaret Brooke Steele
21. Victoria Lynn Teague
22. Rachel Caitlin Tridas
23. David Justino Urena
24. Grace Vaughan
25. Lateesha Emoney Watkins
26. Kelvin TaiQui’ West
27. Shameeka Monay Wilson
28. Wenting Yu

Master of Fine Arts

1. Christopher M. Alexander
2. Mona M. Zeban Algamdi
3. Tameka Valeria Bennett
4. Aaron Kristofer Botts
5. Bradley Randall Carter
6. Toni Caitlin Cloninger
7. Kathy Wallace Contant
8. Tegan Marie Bigbee Daly
9. Claire Isabella Denson
10. Joy Nayesda Diaz
11. Julia Caldwell Edwards

Evan Todd Fackler
Makayla Marion Ferrick
Bridget Michelle Fieler
Briania Alexis Forbes
Emily Rosemary Furr
Sara Heise Graybeal
1. Patrick Daniel Healy
2. Robin Danielle Hendricks
3. Jessica Louise Hudson
4. Taylor Brooke Isaacs
5. McKenzie Deanté McGill
6. Kyle T. Metzger
7. Kezia Lertrice Moore
8. Victoria Pearl Orlopp
9. Chad Stuart Parsons
10. Patricia Marie Patterson
11. Ashley Elizabeth Sarver
12. Deepmala Tiwari
13. Gabrielle Alexandra Tull
14. Matthew Theron Valades
Master's Degrees

Master of Library and Information Studies

Beimnet Baissa
Erica Jean Barnett
Morgan Lynn Bitler
Courtney Mecheal Boyd
Stacie Allyson Brown
Brittany Taylor Bugge
Kyle Richard Burkett
Jocelyne Angelica Caldera
Jenny Josefinna Carlos
Rebecca Jane Cheatham
Ashley Beth Clark
Samantha Corinne Clarke
Tanya Lynn Conklin
Ashley Lauren Conte
Harold Edward Cooper
Carla Yvette Danzy
Star Ann Davis
Traci Marie Deans
Rachel Lenore Dunn
Elizabeth Anne Ellis
Morgan Amelia Esterhuizen
Matthew Owen Flint
Emma Scribner Fox
Katharine Chase Frazier
Portia Shari Geter
Melissa Alane Gjestvang-Lucky
Esther Darlene Glenn
Dillon Patrick Heath
Ethan Emerson Hickey
Riley Nicole Johnson
Cathrine Leigh Kaguyutan
Jacob Madison Kapp
Jana Noelle Kaylor
Mary Ellen Pickard Kivett
Keva Jo Kreeger
Autumn Hope Landers
Jason Robert Lazar
Mary Frances Ledford
Michelle Turner Leonard
Sujeit Nohemi Llanes Torres
Bruce Hager Lord
Kristin Lyn Lord
Brandon Lunsford
Dawn Denise Maerten
Monica Martin Massonette
Deborah Akers McGrane
Alissa Anne McNabb
Anita McRary
Steven Werner Meyer
Kyle Bradley Minton
Alyssa Jane Montague
Michelle DiTucci Morehouse
Christina Michelle Murphy
Dora Catherine Weaver Owens
Deborah Jane Pfeiffer
Morgan Whitney Pruitt
Courtney R. Putnam
Brandie Kay Ragghianti
Scarlett Alexis Rogers
Dusty Kathleen Ross
Jennifer Lynn Schraw
Vanessa Paige Smith
Jacqueline L. Sneed
Jamie Capps Staley
Amanda Jean Thompson
Emma Caroline Thompson
Cassandra Lynn Vargo
Patricia Lynette Wilson
Michelle Lorraine Woshner

Master of Music

Jonathan Wyatt Arp
Tamara beliy
Brenda Lolita Benjamin
Andrew William Brooks
Megan Pressley Budway
Congmin Chen
Ningjun Cheng
Jenna Alexandra Fife
Roland Felix Forti III
Abigail Elizabeth French
Heather Kay Babb Graham
Shiming Han
Cordara Xavier Harper
Grace Elizabeth Haynes
Tianqi Jiang
Haelee Joo
Brittany Lynn Kaehler
Lillian Kristina Keith
Katelyn Lesko Copeland
Arieal Hannah Lesure
Lalia Christine Mangione
Nicoletta Moss
Treya Michelle Nash
David Taylor Nelson
Ashley Marie Overby
Carolina Ines Perez
James Austin Porzenski
Dalia Erendira Razo
Sarah Ruth Rhodes
Gregory Edward Robey
Amber Rose Romero
Michelle Anne Rose
Brandon Jeffrey Ruef
Leah Ellen Ruef
Maria Lihuen Sirvent
Stephen Patrick Stringer
Katherine Lee Adams Swinney
Cheuk Hang Jason Tse
DeAnna Nichole Walker
Xinxuan Wang
Huixian Wu
Shuming Xu
Lingxi Zhao

Master of Public Affairs

Ryan Reynolds Harris
Joann L. Holder
Corynn Nicole Kolberg
Gabrielle Lillian LaMountain
Keviele Denishe McBride
Jordan Alexander Paige
Antonio LaMonte Powell
Rebecca Leigh Ray
Stephen Harold Simpson
Lindsay Marie Swing

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
Master's Degrees

Master of Public Health

Samantha Jean Axon
Lynae Thomas Baker
Diana Ngalula Grace Beya
Aleyah Nichelle Brown
Jalah Simone Clayton
Kailey Ann Cox
Deanne Rose Ewald
Stephanie Ann Finch
Dennis Nathaniel Hamlet Jr.
Bria D. Harris-Sharpe
Paige Christine Isley
Eugenia Olayemi Johnson
Morgan Elaine Klinkowski
Christine Nicole Magee
Courtney Morgan Meece
Alicia Michele Miller
Imani Michelle Pinkney
Zachary Raymond Salazar
Carolyn Michelle Shadrick
Yasmine Sinkhada
Maria Frances Sofia
Monica Parichad Venegas
Brianah Margorie Williams

Master of School Administration

Martha Chilton Arrington
George Francis Beasley Jr.
Jennifer Moore Beasley
Kristen Breedlove
Olivia A. Brice
LaShaunda Alexandria Brown
Wendy Suzette Bryant Motley
Dawn Michelle Courson
Katherine Rebecca Cranfill
Corey Logan Culp
Mary Margaret Holt Dark
Brooke A. Davis
Anna Marie Gilbert
Holly Osborn Grissom
Kelly Broyles Hill
Sarah Elizabeth Horne
Alesia Monique Hubert
Jason Ellis Huneycutt
Tamara Denise Martin
Bradley James Porrin
Bernadette Ragland-Bailey
Amy Elizabeth Roberts
Adam David Smith
Amy Marie Syracuse
Jennifer Lynn Tong
Alison Corder Wilson
Melissa Lynn Winant
Doretha Johnson Winstead

Master of Science

Lindy Alexandra Abline
Elizabeth Rose Ahern
Gregory William Alexander
Edith Mayell Allen
Michael Robert Allen
Khalifa Hamed Said Al-Mamari
Carmelina Almanzar
Paige Nicole Alven
Bhargavi Arcot Ramesh
Mario Augustinović
Sushma Bairi
Jennifer Lloyd Ball
Khushboo Sivamsundar Bang
Karen S. Barber
Elana Fiona Baumann-Carbrey
Eleanor Susan Beelaar
Brandi LaKeisha Bell
Elliyah Marie Bell
Sarah Reynolds Belperrain
De’kwon Darnell Billings
Trevor Brian Blevins
Hannah Koob Booker
Brittany Renee Briceño
David Russell Brown
Vickie Renee Bullock
Laura Deasy Bulmer
Sarah K. Burzynski
Erin Elizabeth Butke
Eddie L. Butler
Brandon Joseph Carroll
V. E. Changalreddy Gari
Anita Singh Chaudhary
Joshua Lawrence Chavez
Olivia Kathleen Cook
Kay Bunyanech Corbett
Melissa McLean Cornett
Olivia Nicole Cornett
Shannon Elise Cowart
Joshua Daniel Crowder
Parth Hemantkumar Desai
Ashton M. Dobbins
Kasey Rae Donna
Andrew Manuel Dunphy
Aimee Durrett
Trinity Michelle Edelen
Ashley Gabrielle Evans
Destiny Marie Farrell
Lindsey Rae Faw
Boukar Kamba Sene Faye
Isaac Christian Ferguson
Kelsey Rae Fields
Haley Diane Fischman Kletke
Mahogany Shawnae Fisher
Doreenza T. Frederick-Joyce
Taylor Lynn Gabbey
Rohit Reddy Gade
Radhika Goel
Lavanya Goluguri
Shivani Goverdhan
Xiaowen Guo
Bruna Gutierrez dos Santos
Avaja M. Harris Simmons
Haley Erline Hill
Jaycee Lillie Hilton
Brian Steven Hollingsworth
Danielle J. Horner
Elizabeth Damilola Ishola
Vernika Jain
Katie Lynn James
Benjamin Britt Jarvis
Julia Katherine Jefferson
Jena Perkins Johnson
Richard G. Johnson III
Chekayla Shontelle Jones
Briana Rochelle Joseph
Nicole Autry Justice
Madeline Lane Kaufman
Mariah Hope Kelly
Colby Justin Kirkman
Karl William Knierim
Hannah Lynn Lanzillotta
Jessica Lauren Leistikow
Mikki May Lewis
Yanan Liu
Adrienne Loffredo Walton
Timpani Leigh Lopp
Carolyn Virginia Macaulay
Rebecca Diane Malin
Amanda Dawn Matherly
Donna Gail McDonald
Justin Tyler McGee
Melissa McGowan
Tucker L. McGuire
Elizabeth Wagner Mecham
Benjamin A. Mlynk
Srikavya Merugu
Gabrielle Elaine Mills
Mary Keener Morgan
Aubry Marie Morrison

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
Master's Degrees

Master of Science

1 Elisabeth Jasmin Mueller
Vani Supriya Mukthapuram
Carrington RaShon Murray
Macy McGee-Nesom
Isaiah Oduor Odoyo
Andrea Lee-Anna Oglesby
Ryan Mitchell O’Neal
Jovanna Orozco
Nicole Renee Osborne
Srikantha S. Reena Pal
Tysinger Vance Palmer
Premjit Pan
Taylor Lee Parks
Satoria Zhane Pearce
Emily Ann Peck
Albert Pedra
Allison Anna Penner
Michael Pennucci
Justine A. Perch
Rocio Perez
Greg Timothy Phillips
Elizabeth Victoria Ponzi

Christina Marie Pool
Hong Qiu
Maryam Raja
Katherine Elizabeth Reed
Kirstee Nicole Rinto
Megan Daly Rivenburg
1 John Nicholas Russell
Erfain Santiago
Jennifer Marie Schultz
Daniel Winn Serber
Rachel Christine Serrano
Jennifer Kathleen Shafer
1 Hunter James Shaffer
Avery Dylan Sluder
Courtney Ann Smith
Savannah Alexis Sommers
Gregory P. Soones
Genevieve Irene Stafford
Jazmine Sinclair Stevenson
Paul D. Strickland
1 Steven Kehne Strouse II
Sindhuja Subramani
Kristine Sunda
1 Karthikeyan Sundaram
Rachel DiMaio Swaim
Olha Taras
Devonte Jamahl Thomas
Jayme Monay Thomas
Kacie Marie Thomas
Veronica Janine Thornton
Robert Kenneth Tikkanen III
Kaeli Margaret Michael Trippi
Ashanti D'Shea Turner
Anusha Vanama
1 Cory Austin Volk
Joseph Clay Wallace
Guoyin Wang
Kirsten Layne Ward
1 Keadija Chanell Wiley
Allison Jade Wright
Ming Xiao

Master of Science in Athletic Training

Keyanna K. Natasha Barnes
Alexander Timothy Best
Ji Yeon Choi
Megan Lauren Haskins

Brett Alexander Huff
Katie Marie Kepley
Marissa Evonne Lucas
Christopher Alan Mauer

Wrakya Katrina Platt-Gregg
Taylor Delaine Theorin
Takuya Toyama
Camille Alexis Woods

Master of Science in Nursing

Staci Allgood Wiggins
Jennifer Morton Beacom
Benjamin Wesley Butler
Tina Gray Carr
Christa Anne Cichowicz
Jana Roberta Daughtrey

Tamra J. Goodwin
Shenay Roberts Hargraves
Elizabeth Cox Honeycutt
Tiffany Jo Johnson
Trisha Lee Jones
Jennifer Lee Kreger

Michelle Hipps Meier
William Parker III
1 Dolores Schnur
Heather Elaine Strange
Sarah Elizabeth Van Horn
Jill Jean Whade

Master of Science in Nursing and Master of Business Administration

Benjamin Carl Cassidy
Jordan Perkins Cassidy

Master of Social Work

Cyesha Baird Ward
Sydneigh Nicole Beatty
Kayla Rose Blanton
Katelyn Elizabeth Brady
Rhonda Sade’ Brown
Amanda Maria Cowell
Jennifer A. Cox
Philippian Flowe Jr.
Wyshéka Denise Glover

Christy Jalisa Hines
Tydelia Jewell Hunt
Cicely Christine Jones
Michael Bryan Kendrick
Lee Courtney Knight
Hannah Shae Lundy
Joseph G. Makdisi
Teresita Maxey
Qua’Shawn J. Pernell

Shafik Naziar Powell
Marlena Preece
Darrian Brooke Price
Georgette T. Roberts-Kollie
Seth Rumbley
Jessica Mary Switzer
Ricquita C. Tarpley-Carter
Lina Yer Vang

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
Baccalaureate Degrees
College of Arts and Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Matthew McGrath Abbott
Natalie Ann Abernathy
Zachary M. Adamo
Karen Adkins
Lucy Carrillo Aguilar
Sumeya F. Ahmed
Destiny Vernae Alderin
Summer Grace Alexander
Jasmine Nicole Allen
Suzanne Celeste Allen
Angela Isabel Alleyne
Alyssa Kaitlyn Allison
Madison Carol Allred
Arlenys Y. Almonte-Breton
Adrienne Leigh Anderson
Nneka Nicole Anukwuem
Kirsten Laine Armstrong
Hannah Elisabeth Astin
Sarah Marie Auman
Melissa Star Averitt
Alexandra Maisie Ayala
Lauren Nicole Azzopardi
Amanda Carol Bailey
Bradley Ryan Bailey
Faith Nicole Baity
Aleksandra Bak
Carmen Louise Baldwin
Haylee Alexis Baldwin
Tyra Jordan Banks
Cas L. Barbour
Iris Barilovits
Saifiyah Barksdale
Jennifer Michelle Barnard
Lauren Elizabeth Barnette
Davis R. Barnhardt
Joseph Barrera
Caroline Olivia Beasley
Michael Jay Bell
TyTiana Denese Bell
Joy Elisabeth Ben-Israel
Kathryn Adele Benz
Kale-Kidan G. Berhe
LeDante Rashad Berry
Hannah Lauren Bethea
Daneille Doneisha Bettis
Olivia Rose Biro
Andrew Bitner-Blindiczic
Zariyah Sharee Blackmon-Tate
RaShawwnna Nicole Blackwell
Caitlyn Grace Blais
Cassidy Alexis Blancher
Joseph Blanco
Samaya Danielle-Renee Blango
Shane Michael Boatright
Joy M. Bonds
Jaemy Bonilla
Francesca Jatin Botero

Michael Anthony Bouldin Jr.
Kylie Marie Bouplon
Aja Kay Nzinga Boyd
Zaida Aleece Boyd
John Andrei Bridges
Fajar Ahmed Brohi
Hana R. Brookins
Barbara Marie Brooks
Madeleine Colby Brooks
Ariel Devonna Brown
Dalton Lee Brown
Jasmine Rena Brown
Joshua Raymond Brown
Samuel J. Bruno
Matthew S. Bullard
Ryan Christopher Bullard
Zoie LeAnne Bunch
Krista L. Burhenn
Tondalaya Lakiia Burney
Delaney Elizabeth Burton
Emily Kathryn Burton
Sarah Elizabeth Burton
Viola A. Byass
Lauren Winfre Byrd
Shaniya Leigh Calhoun
Eugenia Marie Camacho
Brandon N. Cambridge-Rogers
Madison Ruth Cameron
William Andrew Campbell
Sandra Candelario
Carlyn Dennise Amber Canty
Caitlin Laura Carr
Rikki Taylen Carr
Alvin James Cartell
Kaela Simone Carter
Brannon Patrick Carty
Courtney Caroline Carver
Monica Lissett Castro
Justin Kaleel Cato
Bethony Ellisia Causby
Christian David Chapman
Audrey Elizabeth Childers
Haiasi Lindy Chinfloo
Annie Catherine Chrismon
Darin M. Chrisp
Christine K. Cienek
Tatyana Telia Clark
Derrick Isaiah Clyburn
Rachel A. Coleb
Nigel Gary Reid Coleman
Lesley Yanire Colon
Nicholas Robert Conklin
James W. Connolly
Danaye Charisse Connor
Evelyn Elizabeth Corp
Ammarah Cottie

Devon Micah Covington-Booth
Kayla Jo Craig
Margaret Calyer Crawford
Amanda G. Crede
Timothy James Cronan
Allison Armeline Crossman
Sophie Marcelle Crouse
Dylan Wesley Crowe
Megan Teresa Crowley
Kayla Nicole Crutchfield
Yeiri Cruz
Miguel Angel Cruz-Morales
Alison Jane Csaji
Katelyn Jean Cummons
Antoine Taylor Cunningham
Evan Reginald Cunningham
Storm D. Curry
Kayla L. Daher
Corey S. Daniel
Quentin Treymaine Daniel
Dominique Dantzer
Christopher James Dargan
Sarah Hope Darnell
Justine Breanne Dassow
Andrew Wyatt Daubin
Betty Louise Davis
Chase Alexander Davis
José Giovanni Davis
Tyler Allen Day
Sarita Yelena de Avila Serrano
Reynaldo C. De Guzman
Michelle Sloop Deese
M. K. Del Aguila Viernen
Taylor Nicole Delaney
Mondonna Mirmal Deldgie
Imani Annese DeLoach
Kira Nicole De Lucia
Tucker Buck Dennis
Natalia Isabel Depaz
Nicole Rainey Detwiler
James L. Dickey III
Mia Michelle Digs
Juan Miguel Dixon
Kishawna Leigh Dixon
Gabrielle Mariah Dodd
Jennifer Elizabeth Dodson
Nicholas Thomas Dominguez
Brittany Lenee Dorsett
Danielle Devonna Dow
Abigail J. Downing
Arel Z. Doyle
Matthew Judson Drumm
Asima Tiyari Dubose
Amber Nicole Duggins
Netanya Anita Duncan
Margaret Caroline Dyer

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
2. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees

Bachelor of Arts

Anthony Drake Dykhouse
Ashley Nicole Earnest
Tina Elaine East
Reginald Bernard Eaton
Angelic Shyasia Edwards
Dare Vogue Monroe Edwards
Eric Demetrius Edwards
Tamyus D. Edwards
Mary E. Edwards-Carrier
Noah Lawrence Egerton
Mayar Amr Elgeyoshi
Iteig Bolique Ellis
Adam Joseph Elsaedi
Ivan Camilo Espinoza
Susan Espinoza
Kathleen R. Estrada
Joshua Darren Etheridge
Morgan Elaine Evans
Morgan Elaine Evans
Morgan Shay Fadely
Atigre Juumai Sia Farmer
Shykira Janae Farmer
Kaylee Brianne Faw
Miller Arden Faw
Hanna Childress Feder
Timia Monte’ Ferguson
Marissa Joann Ferrantino
Hannah Lucille Ficklin
Aleksander Liam Fink
Jamie Sean Fitzpatrick
Malik J. Fleming
Chyanne Autumn Flores
Dazja Shaterra Floyd
Jessica Grace Floyd
Habiba D. Fofana
Justin S. Fogleman
David Edward Foil
Jasmine Lynette Foye
Amara Fraz
Rebekka Brooke Frazier
Mary Ellen Frizzell
Madison Leigh Full
Terri D. Gainey
Caroline Elizabeth Galdi
Victoria Marie Galloway
Natalie Garcia
Yrene Domitilla Garcia Montoya
Juan Guadalupe Garcia Cruz
Lucero Garcia-Aparicio
Mya Asante Gardner
Steven Patrick Garfunkel
Lakinta Danee’ Garner
Grace Owonari George
Brooke Eileen Gibbs
Gabriel Blair Gibson
Abigail Faith Giles
Rachel Mills Gilmore
Abja Nicole Ginyard
Martasia Moniqua Glenn
Brittany Paige Glover
Lucas Sullivan Godwin
Katie Jane Goldsmith
Nicolas Carmine Connella
Alyiana Mary Michelle Goode
Bryson Alexander Gordon
Tatyana Shadarius Gould
Erica Ann Marie Graves
Kamron Monet Gray
Anna Claire Grayson
Jalia Carolyn Denise Green
Kamryn Alexis Green
Tre’von Demarcus Green
Rachel Anne Greenson
Jackson Griffith
Vickey M. Grimsley
Genesis Grullon Tavarez
Vanessa Guerrero
Matthew Charles Guhne
Samantha Lyn Gulickson
Amanda-Joi Guthrie
Amber Tione Hackett
Nimra Haider
Myia Jamia Hall
Librya Z. Hall-Lyons
Sterling Alexis Hamm-Jones
Anna Lee Hammond
Brittani Hammond
Blake T. Hancock
Gabrielle Elaine Handy
Mary Linda Hanns
Caroline Ashley Hanrahan
Raygan Myranda Hansley
Vernell Hanson
Melani Janee Harden
Nathaniel Everett Hargett III
Bradford Chavis Harrell
Anitra Celeste Harris
Briley Lane Harris
Ja’Naisa Breanna Harris
Kestyn Graye Harris
Kathleen Marie Harry
Joanna Caroline Hart
Alexis Jade Hartle
Maleeha Summers
Savannah Drew Hathcock
Ashantia Monae Hauser
Jordan Thomas Hawkins
Kayla Nicole Hayes
Natalie Santini Hayes
Drequan Yikeith Haynes
Matthew Austin Haynes
Niman Gabrielle Headen
Shemaa Vonta Headen
Brian J. Hedrick
Matthew Nicholas Hellenbrand
Jackson Lewis Henry
Myles Nicholas Henry
Nakeshia Marie Henry Moore
Carolyn M. Hess Garcia

degree this term.
Keith Brandon Hesse
Brandon Lloyd Hicks
Seantoy B. Hinton
Brooke Elizabeth Hodges
Caitlin Chennel Holliday
Jacob Dean Hollifield
Zachary Dale Hoots
Mikayla Danielle Houghton
Kristen Dayle House
Briyelle D. Houston
Elizabeth Jane Hughes
Justin Layne Hughes
Gary Lee Hull
Zoe Hummings
Ma’Kayla Andrea Hunter
Vanessa Annette Hunter
Sharyar Malik Hussain
Georgia Anne Hutter
Chima Noah Tristan Ihekaire
Jaweria Ilyas
Karla Patricia Ingles
Carmen Lacy Jackson
Jordan Cornell Jackson
Jessica Latham Jacobs
Aaliyah Barbara Ann James
Cristian Rodriguez James
Sheala Leigh James
Gabrielle Marie Jenkins
Makayla Rayne Jessup
Olivia Nikole Jessup
Caroline Elizabeth Jester
Erick Giovannim Jimenez
Breshauna Janae Johnson
Dakota David Johnson
Gabrielle Ann Johnson
Jessieca Antonee Johnson
Kimberlee Joi Johnson
Kori Lorraine Johnson
Montel D. Johnson
Shana Lynn Johnson
Shaun Levi Johnson
Brittany A. Jones
Caryn Alia Jones
Kaleb Ethen Jones
Kyra Monee Jones
Samuel David Jones
Skylar Jacquelyn Jones
Wren Marie Jones
Tanasia Arnelle Jones-Morton
Shelby Elizabeth Joyce
Mary Elizabeth Judge
Megan Lydia Juliar
Anthony Clarke Justice

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
2. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees

Bachelor of Arts

1. Iamoni Makiya McClellan
1. Michael Corey McCord
1. Lauren A. Mccrae
Mary Margaret McDonald
Heather Elise McElravy
Caleb Rhysie McGinnis
Na’Qwon Letreal McGirt
1. Asyah Jae McIwllayne
1. Celena Dionne McWilliams
1. Kaya Kelsie Mebane
Lauren Michelle Meeker
Ariana Méndez
Cree Michelle Mengote
1. Azania T. Merl
Antonee Avery Merritt
1. Myles Gregory Metcalf
Morgan Nyasia Mickens
Bibi Miller
Kaci Cheyenne Miller
Charles Maxwell Mir
Brittany Sarah-Nycole Mitchell
Talisha Briana Mobley
D. E. Merveille Mobombo
Kahlia Danielle Moore
Sydney Lynn Montgomery
Anne Katherine Moore
Darlene Patricia Moore
Kathryn Danielle Moore
Miesha Sade Moore
Raven Alexis Moore
1. Tiffany Maria Moore
1. Oscar Antonio Mora Figueroa
Ziortza Morales Barrionuevo
Sandora Morales Martinez
Melanie Mariana Moreno
Cassandra Miles Morgan
Katie Marie Morgan
Gabrielle Chanté Morris
1. Torian Deshaun Morrow
Clinton Ray Moser
1. Mykel A. Motley
Gloria Mujinga Muenzi
Sarah Michelle Muñoz
Tabitha Gail Murphy
April Turner Murray
Christopher Matthew Murray
Jasmine Nickol Murrell
Henry F. Murtha
Aamira Leigh Muse
London Kathryn Nance
1. Paul Benjamin Nava
Melissa Navarro
Mya Faith Neal
1. Joseph David Nelson
Nancy R. Newnam
Moni My Nguyen
Rokhaya Niang
Monica Mae Nicholas
Sydney Elizabeth Nixon

Kelsey Michelle Noell
Garrett Carl Noid
Shalía Mireille Notice
Alyse Janea Novak
Chyna Monea Nurse
1. Phillip Riley Oakes
Sara Zaneta Obimah
1. Ana Belen Ochoa
Patrick T. O’Connell
1. Bethann Odell
Jordan Dejaun Oglesby
Chisomeje Stella Oguama
Cynthia Ileoma Okeke
Florecita M. Olmos-Aguirre
1. Tobechi B. Opara
1. Christopher M. Orange
1. Nubia Xochipili Ortiz
Andrew Jason Osborne
Orayana Danielle Owens
1. Jovell Omani Page
Abigail Elizabeth Panz
Alexandra N. C. Pardo
Francisco A. Paredes-Saldívar
1. Abigail Michelle Parrish
Rebecca Kathleen Paschall
Kyle Steven Passo
Samuel Nathan Peltzer
1. Jamison Lawrence Pennix
Rachel Marie Penny
Aaron Michael Percoco
Omar Felipe Perez-Pulido
1. Waliyah Alaine Perkins
Margaret Catherine Peters
1. Yetunde Hillary Peters
Sydney Kay-Saudraud Petties
1. Dominique Danielle Pettry
Caleb Christopher Phelps
Shevon Monique Phifer Smith
David A. Philadelphia
Julissa Pineda-Tinajero
Amonna Shannees Pinkney
Dallas Wilson Piper
Alexis Imani Pitchford
Lori Nicole Pittman
Rebecca Plautz
Victoria O’Hara Powell
Deja Cheri Price
Katelyn Elizabeth Proctor
Benjamin V. Pulgar-Guzman
Mary Catherine Puppo
Matthew Taylor Pusic
Alyssa Adia Jemila Quinlan
Samuel Farris Quinn
Tiana Alaire Ramey
Alina Alondra Ramirez
Christopher Michael Rapp
Joshua James Rath
Aria Claire Rayes
Grace Marie Regal

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
2. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

DeAsia N. Kamara
1. Caroline Marshall Kane
1. Muhammad Riza Karim
Jakini Auset Kauba
Karis Ashlin Kearns
Devon Montaree Kee
Emily Elizabeth Keilen
David Andrew Kerrigan
Ekaterina Khokhrina
1. Carter Darren Khoury
Dianna Michelle Kidd
MaKayla Narcisley Killens
Joyo Hangyul Kim
Summer Dominique Kinney
1. Mack Frank Kiser
1. David Koehler
Brian Charles Koltz
Shiri Yulia Koren
1. Samuel Ryan Korn
Kelala Foday Koroma
1. Brenna Renae Koss
Patrick C. Kraemer
Timothy Krauss
Shu Kiu Jay Ku
1. Sofie Rose Kuehr-McLaren
Mya Sarah Lambe
1. Bryson Alexander Lambert
1. Courtney C. Lancaster
Chloe Maya Lance
Callie Anne Landen
Whitney Lane
Cheyenne Elvia Lawton
Kathryn Jeanette Lennon
1. Taylor Wilhelmina Leto
Emma Louise Levrio
1. Alana Elizabeth Lewis
Bria Giselle Lewis
2. Hailey B. Lewis
Jaquone Julius Lewis
1. Patrice Chantel Lewis
1. Rishawn C. Lewis
Brett Austin Lin
Sidra Paige Lister
Laura Brooke Little
1. Renika R. Lloyd
Aundrea Logan
Magnolia Sunshine Long
2. Cynthia Loredo
Sabra Ann Ludlum
1. Nick Evan Maat
Jennifer Mankins Macemore
Hunter Simone Martin
Kevin Jacob Martin
Arturo Maruri
Anika Kalere Massey
Joshua Anthony Massiah
Raymond Earl Matteson IV
LeAnne Marie Mcabee
Chelsea Carlisle McBay

14
La Zandriel Marie Reid
Mahalia Sydneay Rhett
Callie Ann Richards
Autumn Jannai Richardson
Helen Georgiana Richardson
KeArrica Danielle Richardson
Brody Rich-voorhees
Zachary Eric Riddle
Gillian Leigh Ridge-Canoy
Alec Lloyd Rieder
Joel T. Rieves
Christopher Riley
Harrison William Riley
Lidio Rivera
Brianna V. Roberts-Achong
Carelle Anjenee Robinson
Catherine Jeanette Robinson
Myah Malaysia Robinson
LaShunta Mo'Nay Rodgers
Isabel Rodriguez
Tierra Nicole Rodriguez
KaylaMarie Rogan
Megan Rose Ronan
Catherine L. Rooney
Zsa Zsa S. Royster
Jillian Krislee Ruby
Sadie Laurel Rudd
Isaac A. Rumbley
Oluwadunmininu P. E. Ruruse
Mikaila Danielle Russak
Nicholas Troy Russo
Rebecca E. Rymer
Jenny Marie Sab
Valerie Sagero
Wisam Bassam Salah
Jennifer E. Salazar
Robert Woodfork Salvador
Jarred Owen Samples
Amiah Ashley Sanders
Jamani Tyri Sanders
William Joyner Sandin
Christina R. Saunders
Christine Nicole Schedler
April Grace Schimmel
Abigail Leigh Schleifer
Allison Marie Schwiegeraht
John Michael Sclafani
Katherine Michelle Scruggs
Brianna Nicole Seawell
Elizabeth Jane Seawell
Zander Zoe Sidney
Cole William Sell
Christine Trinh Serauskas
Christopher L. Serrano
Madison Nicole Setzer
Demiehl Eugena Shackleford
Bethany Estelle Shaffer
Jack Tyler Shannon
Adam Lee Shaw
Britney Kearns Sheffield
Temple Clare Shepherd
Jack Rush Sherman
Corey Lamar Shields
Holly Christine Shields
Jalyn Briana Shoffner
Anna Shymyannovich
Kevin Andrei Sifuentes-Ibarra
Joshua Kermit Siler
Irene Silva
Ranita Amber Silver
James David Simmons Jr.
Rufus Johnathan Simmons
Angel Michelle Singletary
Jessica Marie Singletary
Devin Terry Singleton
Brianna Skidmore
Camille Alexandra Smith
Edith Sanchez Smith
Jasmine Dominique Smith
Jayson Smith
Justin Deane Smith
Kaelyn Riana Smith
Maurice Antonio Smith Jr.
Megan Ellen Smith
Mirissa Ann Smith
Shira Sarah Bienstock Snyder
Sade Ann-maria Solano
Nadine Mohamed Soliman
Kevin Soltero-Silva
Nathaniel Soto
Megan E. Sowards
Timothy Alexander Spence
Cydny Lorene Spencer
Emili Ann Spruill
Toni Miracle Spruill
Natalie M. Squires-Holbrook
Taylor Kay Squires
Alexandria Gracey Stacy
Iion Phillip Stahlmann
Delia Rose Stankus
Danielle Renee Stanton
Brendon Alexander Stauffer
Morgan Spencer Stauffer
Amy Faith Steele
Kirsten Steingraber
Meridith Mariah Stewart
Lyndsay Taylor Stombaugh
Kara Marie Stomp
Kaitlyn Jean Stone
Carla Renee Strickland
Genesis Naomal Suggs
Johanna Grace Sullivan
Kayla Gabrielle Summers
Jarrett Michael Swearingen
Breanna Nicole Sweat
Haley B. Symonds
Olivia Grace Alvord Tarpley
Jessica Lynn Tate
Robert Jamal Tate
Shanelle Nancy Young Tate
Courtney Le'Shay Taylor
Hayden Grae Taylor
James N. Taylor
Kilian Douglas Taylor
Robin Arch Taylor
Sarah M. Teague
Amelia Marie Temoch
Amayrani Terrones
Billy R. Terry
Winter Desiree Terry
Gabrielle Ann Tesoro
Justin R. Thacker
Abigail Elizabeth Thomas
Travis Lovell Thomas
Ashton Shonelle Thompson
Darrell Lee Thompson
Hannah Kathleen Thompson
M. Elliott-James Thompson
Lillian E. Soriano Thorne
Gage David Thorsen
David Hunter Thrift
Evina Christian Tillery
Jessica Raveen Tinnin
Autumn Cheyenne Toler
Sydney Diamond Toon
Danielle Corene Toone
Kristina Eranna Torain
Barony Ramon Torres
Jasmine Jeanette Torres
Valeria Lizet Torres
Azurre N. Townsend
Cheyenne A. Townsend
Jordan Hammer Trotter
Sandrena Monique Trowers
Elijah Lafayette Turman
Daniel Lee Turnbull
Arron Micheal Turner
Avery Tyriq Tuttle
Joshua Caleb Tyre
Teela Renee-Love Tysinger
Brittany Ayana Tyson
Destini Nicole Tyson
Danielle Jean Valentine
Erlon Gerald Valliere Jr.
Crystal Jailene Vega
Chloe Simone Velasquez
James Edward Vinson
David John von Dahlen
Emma Kathryn Voorhees
Gentry Elizabeth Wade
Hunter Travis Wade
Hamad Waheed
Deja Marie Walker
Paulene Kay Walker
Robert Reid Walls
Deijah Octavia Wannamaker
Debraie Sharee’ Washington

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
2. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees

Bachelor of Arts

Jurnee Washington
Sydney Denise Washington
Jamie Ariail Watkins
Allison Watren
Elizabeth Aishaday Watson
Mary Elizabeth Rae Watson
David Jamil Webb
Erica Christine Webb
Juanita N’Jeri Webb
Sierra Lorraine Wedde
Anna L. Weightman
Harry Francis Weisbecker
Julia Elizabeth Whalen
Regina L. Whisnant
Alexis K. Whitaker
Kyaira Alyssia White-Randolph
Vickie Renee Whitt
Alec Jeffrey Widmer
Gabryel Celeste Wilborn
Victoria Grace Wiley
Rab’sha-keh Wilkerson
Alexander Bailey Williams
Alexis Simone Williams
Clara Paige Williams
David Reginald Williams
Deneisha Michelle Williams
Derek Nathaniel Williams
Destané A. Williams
Elijah J. Williams
John Stephen Williams
Chelsea Dominique Willis
Daniel James Willis
Treanna Denise Wilson
Zoe Alice Windsor
Jacob Ashbrook Wingfield
Stephanie Ann Winslow
Nicholas Anthony Winstead
Veronica F. Wisnewski
Shannon Susanne Witt
Mary Kent Renee Wolff
Barrett Michelle Woodruff
Dyllan Paul Wrenn
Drew Gabrielle Wright
Marco A. Yanez-Arenas
Alexandra Rose Yarbrough
Chelsea R. Yeager
Erica Yepiz
Eleanor Marie Zelinski
Kate S. Zidman
Danielle Kimberly Zirpolo

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Marcus D. F. Avendano
Jordan Louise Barrett
Jordan Biddle
Reagan Lawson Bray
Aileen Brito-Garcia
Christina M. Brown
Kendra Jordan Byrd
Carolyn Hope Campbell
Maggie Shea Finch
Brittany Nicole Gagné
Kirby Eleanor Hastings
Lindsey Kaye Joe
Alina Victoria Kosmala
Chia-Ho Lin
Wendy Caroline Machuca
Lizandro Marcial-Armas
Theresa Renee Martin
Margarito Martinez Jr.

Bachelor of Science

Aliya Kamila Al-Habsha
Solomon Appiah Amaning
Dope Amedon
Abdullah Amer
Avery Alan Anderson
Kenneth O’Neal Ard Jr.
Mahnoor Azhar
Harmandeep Singh Bains
Casey Abigail Balser
Tyra Ashley Banner
Ioannis Dimitrios Batsios Jr.
Marguerite P. Wehiong-Batta
Sean Philip Bell
Megan Chelsey Bennett
Sydney Chanel Boyd
John Mark Bracewell
Charles Donald Brady
Asia Jennifer Simone Brannon
Hannah Ward Brooks
Ayanna Taylor Joy Brown
Janora Rachel Brown
Zoe LeAnne Bunch
Corey Anderson Burton
Christian Tyler Cagle
Jennifer Cardenas-Conde
Jared Alan Chadwell
Brandon James Chandler
Brittany Nicole Charles
Rinty Chowdhury
Madelyn Hope Church
Caillt Christina Clement
Jakyala Deshon Clyburn
Laura Coffey
Jonathan S. Cooper
Evon J. Crabtree
William Joseph Crandall
Victoria Ashley Crane
Taylor Brianna Crawford
Sophie Marcelle Crouse
Jackie Cuong
Candace R. Current
Camille Brianna Davis
Elizabeth Lauren Davis
Eric Daniel Lowe Davis
Jasmine Nikol Delaine
Takwon Marcale Demory
Andrew Jonathan Dodson
Jaron Isaiah Dunham
Samanta Michelle Eddinger
Wahab Ehsan
Michael Stone Follari
Brittany Nicole Fugaro
Nicholas David Gaither
Henry Gamamou
Robert Taylor Gibson
Cody Allen Graham
Shelley Danay Hanks
David Rodney Harp
Skye Michelle Harrelson
Michaela Leanne Harris
Taylor Nicole Headen
Courtney Laine Heckman
Amelia Hernandez-Garcia
Rachel Olivia Hodges
David Matthew Holland
Lyman A. Howard III
Ihotu Agatha Ijaola
Benjamin Harrison Ingram
Jayla I’monie Tiara Ingram
Miracle C. A. Johnson
Katielyn Ashley Johnston
Alena Powell Jones
Phillip Allen Jones
Anthony Jacob Juarez
Deborah Yasmin Killian
Cheeho Kim
Athena Kira Jade Kindley
Celine Mwange Kisimba
Cayla Ashlynn Kitts

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
2. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
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Baccalaureate Degrees

Bachelor of Science

Grant Joseph Lacey
Malina R. Lambert
Rebecca Lynn Landry
Mitchell Dai Le
David J. Lee
Seon H. Lee
Jackson Witten Leonard
Matthew Leonhard
Sarah Elizabeth Leverette
Hailey B. Lewis
Ny’Kea Lajee Lewis
Jocelyn Simone Little
Annie Lo
Ruiqi Lu
Megan Elizabeth Ludwig
Jason M. Lyle
Leena S. Maanaki
Niska Majumdar
Matthew James Malzahn
Brittany Anne Mantle
Kelly J. Marroquin Urbina
Rosy Mathew
Quincy C. Kadeem McCray
Michael James McCulloch
Breana Renée McDougal
Robert Henry Meyer
Emiri Michishita
Craig Adam Modjewski
Mckenzie Ryan Moize
Lauren Danielle Moore
Ruth Daniel Mulugeta
Aneshia D’vonne Murrell
Daniel Mylod
Hannah Daniellse Nance
Bennecie Ebinehita Okhaior
Bianca Usiomo Okhaior
Nyomi Ortiz Bonilla
Ryan James Parks
Amanda Marcella Parsons
Ame Nalinkumar Patel
Sarah J. Patille
Alexis K. Patterson
Madeleine Ruth Peek
Marcus Alan Perkins
Anh Ngoc Lan Pham
Kelly Carolina Pineda
Ashley Nicole Priest
Yi Qiu
Shah Naafs Ahmed Rafique
Aashika M. Ramkumar
Sympnny Velvet Rayle
Y-Daniel Rcomnie
Madeleine Ray Rees
Henry Lee Emil Reichard
Taylor Madison Reid
David Andrew Renfroe
Destiny Milliamber Reyes
Kaleb Arden Purcell Reynolds
Anastasia Vladimir Romanov
Tanaajsha Dominique Rutledge
Kirill Vladimirovitch Ryzhkov
Constance Anne Saflay
Marco Antonio Salazar-Santos
Sydney Simone Sanchez
Megan Noel Saunders
Kristen Marie Scheckehoff
Katherine Diane Senn
Brianna Erin Sheagley
Brittney Kearns Sheffield
Showan Sheikh
Tara Anwar Sheikh
Jessica Annette Sims
Manuel Rodrigo Sixtos
Jessica Ann Speckman
Alexis Danielle Starr
Rebecca Lynn Stasiak
Andrew Paul Strickland
Levi Grayson Stubblefield
Grace Hunter Sullivan
Tessa Catherine Sullivan
Brittani Jonea Sumlun
Ashley Katelyn Swanson
Alisha Tahirkhel
Christopher S. Thacker
Alyssa Jarman Thetford
Ei Thinzar
Kameden E. Morgan Thompson
Sean William Thornton
Shiyong Tian
Megan Paige Toler
Lin Hy Nguyen Tran
Steven Tran
Que Angel Vang
Victor Andres Vigoya
Hieu V. Vo
Marian Ruth Walters
Alexandria Denise Watson
Jamie Everette Weathers
Shoniqua Wellington
Ella Katherine Wells
Hannah L. Willard
Kala Renee Williams
Madison Taylor Williams
Gabriel Andrew Ryan Wilmoth
Chi Pan Wong
Destinee Elizabeth Wormack
Shiyang Xiao
Carolina Ines Xiong
Kun Vincent Yang
Lia Yang
Selena L. Zobro

Bryan School of Business and Economics

Bachelor of Arts

Jorge Antonio Alamillo
Marianna Mengwei Brown
Katherine Ann Byrd
Yujie Cao
Craig Adam Modjewski
Mckenzie Ryan Moize
Lauren Danielle Moore
Ruth Daniel Mulugeta
Aneshia D’vonne Murrell
Daniel Mylod
Hannah Daniellse Nance
Bennecie Ebinehita Okhaior
Bianca Usiomo Okhaior
Nyomi Ortiz Bonilla
Tyeast Nate’ Emily Ganzy
Anna Marie Goodall
Kathryn E. Hartmann
Dara Marie Hobson
Candace Jordan Holder
Kylie Devlin Kennedy
Meredith Windham McCann
Dakota Shane Parker
Abigail Glenn Pendergraph
Shaina Malyn Perry
Jacklyn Tess Rich
Miranda Roselyn Sherman
Carver Mark Thompson
Jack E. Voigt

Bachelor of Science

Saba Aamir
Francisco A. Abanto Albornoz
Yisel Adame
Sophia Frances Adams
Tyler Henry Adams
Amevi Afatsawo
Maria Fernandad Aguirre
Graciela Aguirre- De La Paz
Anushae Ahmed
Jaquara E. Akins
Cristal Sabina Alanis
Alana D. Alexander
Hillary Allen
Nicholas Juwan Allen
Steven Charles Allen

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
Baccalaureate Degrees
Bachelor of Science

1. Degree awarded August 2020.

1. Faisal Rajai Almubaslat
1. Basmah A. I. Alnowaiser
1. Mohammad Abdalla Alsarhany
1. Antasia Ivanna Alston
1. Mashiari Hesham Altoami
1. Dana A. Alvarado Zapata
1. DeLisa Holt Anderson
1. Claudia Alcantar Andrade
1. Jennifer Antunez-Antunez
1. Hyedia Michele Aponte
1. Jesus A. Arredondo-Morales
1. Michael Edward Artiaco
1. Ryan M. Austin
1. Kevin J. Autry
1. Alexandra Maisie Ayala
1. Kimberly Williams Bailey
1. Jonathan Wesley Andrew Baker
1. Stephanie Reid Baker
1. Arvin Tyshawn Baldwin
1. Nicholas G. Baldwin
1. Kiara Banks
1. Jessie Hamlin Baptist
1. Rolf Jorel Pabalan Bates
1. Emilie Massa Baylay
1. Savannah Mae Beaver
1. Calum Hughes Beeler
1. Felicia K. Bell
1. Daniel Vincent Stone Bellus
1. Amethyst Benjamin
1. Nylhai Duanquis Benjamin
1. Aricka Latrese Bennett
1. Christopher S. Bennett
1. Lillian Berlinski
1. Jennifer Nicole Berube
1. Isaiah Ray Best
1. Logan Ryan Blaser
1. Taylor Frederic Blum
1. Collin Michael Boatman
1. Khari N. Bodrick
1. Omari K. Bodrick
1. Terrell T. Bond
1. Jada S. Boone
1. Anthony Bie Borja
1. Margaret Lynn Bowyer
1. Russell Greenway Boyd III
1. Essence A. Bradshaw-Moody
1. Claire Elizabeth Brady
1. Jeremy Brandon Brame
1. Zachary Trey Brann
1. Taziana Shaylisa Dianna Braziel
1. Pierce W. Brelinsky
1. Gretchen Alexandra Brewer
1. Alaina Marie Brickner
1. Jonathan Randolph Brightwell
1. Gerald Matthew Brigman
1. Deante J. Brown
1. Kimeesha Elizabeth Brown
1. Krishanta Ciara Brown
1. Rajah Shonay Brown
1. Dearl K. Brummett
1. Benjamin Caskey Buben
1. Jaconia Baldwin Buie
1. Ly Bujiri
1. Cassidy Sharon Burel
1. Charles Ellis Burke
1. Jack Charles Burkill
1. Grace V. Fu Ai Xing Burris
1. Joey Ray Burroughs II
1. Issac Wilson Burton
1. Emily Gail Butler
1. Angel Latrice Butler
1. Lisa Michele Byerly
1. William Caffey
1. Emily Pendleton Cagle
1. Corynn Rochelle Cameron
1. Derek Andrew Campbell
1. Hannah Avery Campbell
1. Matthew Avery Carpenter
1. Eric Vincent Carrano
1. Mychal Renee Carruthers
1. Casey Wellons Carson
1. Madelyn Elizabeth Cary
1. Kasey Brooke Cashwell
1. Kirk Lee Casstevens
1. Brittany Leigh Cates
1. Amber Nicole Caudell
1. Christina Leigh Causey
1. Ryan Michael Caveness
1. Stacey Cearley
1. Kayla M. Chambers
1. Calana Karen Chance
1. Monet Chan Chansombat
1. Mohammad Sufyan Chaudhry
1. Danielle Brooke Chisholm
1. Liz Lady Chong
1. Todd Alan Clarke
1. David Nkrumah Cobbs
1. Connor Jennings Cochrane
1. David Collazo
1. Kameron Lee Conrad
1. Grant Avery Cook
1. Tyrion Kwame Cooper
1. Ceara Elizabeth Corbett
1. Jordan Elizabeth Cornett
1. Nathan William Cortesius
1. Brandi L. Cottingham
1. Brian Terail Cox
1. Kobe Craddock
1. Brandon Croom
1. Jasmine T. Crosby
1. Charles Lewis Crotts II
1. Ciera Danee Crudup
1. Ayden G. Cruz
1. Marko Cvijetic
1. James Tyler Darnell
1. Lindsey Paige Daughtridge
1. Kathryn Mary Davidson
1. Derrick LaVel Davis II
1. Rebekah Lee Cornett Dawkins
1. Landon Kyle Day
1. Tristan M. Dean
1. Samantha Delgado
1. Christopher William Dell
1. Ruuben Deloatch
1. Ruochen Deng
1. Janelle Chevaneen Dixon
1. Janese Damia Dixon
1. Kendall Kate Dobbins
1. Maxim E. Dorosevici
1. Amanda Louise Dove
1. Tyler Edward Duncan
1. Dalton Franklin Dunn
1. Dennis Dunning
1. Rachel Ellesse Durant
1. Nicholas Gregory Eanes
1. Samantha Kaye Eggers
1. Talal Fahad Eldhwayan
1. Joshua Blake Eleva
1. Abdelrahman Haydar Elnoush
1. Andreas Linus Erlansson
1. Alec William Esoda
1. Alfonso Martinez Estupinan
1. Morgan Elizabeth Evans
1. Para Breleana Ezentz
1. Gabrielle Erin Fabel
1. Joshua Robert Faircloth
1. Terri Vaughn Farlee
1. Christian Nicole Farrish
1. Rasia Fayyaz
1. Kendall Mary Fegeley
1. Qikun Feng
1. Brandon Christian Ferguson
1. Randel S. Fields
1. Trent Jarrett Fields
1. Egypt Attallah Finger
1. Anthony L. F. Fiorentino
1. Alexander James Fish
1. Ashley Briana Fleming
1. Winston James Fleming
1. Hannah Lawton Flippin
1. Justin Flood
1. Rick Florian
1. Aubrey Danielle Floyd
1. Mark K.T. Fooks
1. John Mark Nathan Forrest
1. Gilliam Shaw Fosque
1. Ashley Lynn Fowler
1. Tyler Lee Frame
1. Brandi P. Frasier
1. Warda Fraz
1. Harrison S. Frederick
1. Samuel A. Frimpong
1. Grant Christian Fuller
1. Leannahette Alexandria Gagum
1. Thomas Hamilton Gaillard Jr.
1. Kyrin Deshawn Galloway

1. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees
Bachelor of Science

1. Degree awarded August 2020.

1. Degree awarded August 2020.

Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

Mohammed Mhutasm Hossain
Hannah Howerton Houser
Jordan Nicole Houston-Taylor
Grace Elizabeth Howell
Xuanbo Hu
Jodi-Kay Hubbard
Hailey Scott Hunsberger
Graison Douscha Huntley
Brooke Delane Hurst
Billy Jackson
Nikitha Anna Jacob
Sarah Elizabeth Jacque
Warmsame Ali Jama
Kerstin Elizabeth Jenkins
Robert Paul Jennett Jr.
Daniel Alan Jernigan
Andre Pierce Johnson
Derrick Joseph Johnson
Hayden Eli Johnson
Jeremiah Israel Johnson
Joseph Daniel Johnson
Precious Odell Johnson
Tequila Toivette Johnson
Walter Edward Johnson III
Logan Nicole Jones
Sarah E. Jones
Zaria Chanelle Jordan
Matthew A. Jorgenson
Megan Lydia Juli
Benjamin Jung
Abu Bakarr Kamara
Samuel Alexander Karnavas
Kevin Kdam
Christina Lauren Kearns
Robyn Katheryn Kearns
Kaela Mattea Keaton
Reid P. Kerr
Nimrah Z. Khalid
Azim Ahmad Khalique
Nicholas Wayne Kidd
Kaitlin Brooke Kiehl
Gregory Elijah Kincy
Ryan Daniel King
John Ledford Kirkpatrick
Nathan Charles Kish
Carter Joseph Knight
Trevia Mi’chella Knight
Angli Konsa
Jack Fielder Konstanzer
Jesslyn C. Dolores Kroenke
Charles H. Krohn
Pablo Sebastian Lachos
Jordyn Aljay Lake
Natalie Lamarrre
Payton Foust Landry
Zee Hylton Lavenhouse
Robert Joseph Leake
Victoria Elizabeth Lentz
Bernice Lesanga
Honghao Li
Kailun Li
Wei Li
Ziran Liang
Jeryn Deaja Lindsay
DeAsia Mone’ Little
Amber Levette Locket
Jonica Elizabeth Lockhart
William Tucker Lofig
Robert Louis Lombardo
Gabrielle Alexa Looney
Miranda Raynee Lopes
Cynthia Loredo
Yufeng Lu
Devin Lucas Lumley
Jayla G. Lyons
Cong Ma
Kendra Andrews Mabe
Puneet Makhani
Devine Alize Mangrum
Siara Mariam
Melissa Mariano
Ryan Gregory Marlow
Erich V. Martinez
Malik Sharkin Massey
Michael Andrew Matchlat
Karan Mathur
Vincent James Mazzeo III
Patrick Francis McCarthy
Ivory Briona McClain
Molly Ann McCurry
Jordan Matthew McDaniel
Taylor Nikole McDaniel
Malaika C. L. McDonald
Zoe Mackenzie McDowell
Fatimah McElhinney
Hillary Ann Marie McFarland
Cindy McGinniss
Emily B. McIntyre
Myles Jordan McKinnon
Shemiyah Matthew McKnight
Chanté Maria McNeill
Kayondra Autieria McNeill
Bledsoe Tay Meexayvahn
William Earl Meiggs
Mathewos Mekuria
Ana Belia Mena Pacheco
Jeremy Tyler Merchant
Aukeija A. Merritt
Jack Alexander Miller
Travis Dalton Miller
Haley Ellyse Milligan
Sara Ray Mills
Norah Abigail Bagley Mitchell
Stuart Nichols Moffitt
Ali Ahmed Mohamed
Luz Bibiana Molina Plascencia
Jessica L. Monnot
Edith Josefinia Montoya Cruz

1. Degree awarded August 2020.

2. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees
Bachelor of Science

1. Kaitlyn Nichole Moody
2. Pablo Cesar Morales
3. Maria Paula Morales Bello
4. Hunter Maxwell Morgan
5. Daniel Ibrahim Moshir
6. Estrella Munoz
7. Devin Trent Murphy
8. Jordan Christopher Murray
9. Taiquell L. Murray
10. Glenna Lea Mustain
11. Soyeon Nam
12. Khawaja Mubasher Nawaz
13. Marquis Anthony Nelson
14. Isiah Lottier Neptune
15. Newlyn T. Ngo
16. Jason T. Nguyen
17. Kai Hoang Nguyen
18. Tram Mai My Nguyen
19. Lane Allen Nickles
20. Bethany Lynn Nicoll
21. Solomon Kinyua Njiraini
22. Korin Mary Norton
23. Cynthya Nunez
24. Bethann Odell
25. Kristen Marie Oehm
26. Imani Collins
27. Jordan Bailey Osborne
28. Alyssah Aloma Ottley
29. Jesse Ray Owens
30. Trevor Lane Pace
31. Emily Caroline Paris
32. Brooklyn Louise Parker
33. Darius Trevaris Parker
34. Evan Michael Parker
35. Haleigh Noel Parker
36. Antonio S. Parra
37. Austin Taylor Parsley
38. Ashley Marie Paruscio
39. Avit Sarabhai Patel
40. James M. Patton
41. Jeffrey Dwayne Payne
42. Brandi Jean Peck
43. Jacquis Lavard Pegues
44. Casey Charles Penland
45. Austin Blake Perkins
46. Angela Michelle Perrego
47. Vickie H. Pettway
48. Jackson Phan
49. Diamond Sierra Philson
50. Yolanda Reyes Pichardo
51. Tyesha Onesty Pickard
52. Michael Thomas Pio
53. Kinzi Lea Pisowicz
54. Cara Belinda Poole
55. Grant Alexander Powell
56. Whitney Yvonne Powell
57. Kate Middleton Prather
58. Ashley Hope Pridgeon
59. Bailey Michelle Profitt
60. Collyn Alexander Profitt
61. Natalya Ayav Pugh
62. Aaron Steven Pura
63. Elizabeth B. Purdy
64. Frankie Purter
65. Lydia Margaret Pynn
66. Brandon Charles Quinn
67. Alex Omindra Rajkumar
68. Candace Deanna Ramsey
69. Robert Charles Alexander Reid
70. Zhalen Davon Reid
71. Amanda Sue Reiffer
72. Michael Noah Renshaw
73. Christopher Michael Renzi
74. Robert T. Richardson
75. Jarin Leon Richmond
76. Cienna M. Rideout
77. Somers Alexis Rierson
78. Zavier Jocqui Roberts
79. Ambrey Elizabeth Robertson
80. Daniel Christopher Robertson
81. Cole Edward Robinson
82. Shannon R. Robinson
83. McKenzie Hope Rochford
84. Ashley Marie Rodriguez
85. Nayeli Rodriguez
86. Zully Lauren Rodriguez
87. Cinthia E. Rodriguez Ruiz
88. Michael Loring Rolph
89. Mary Elizabeth Roop
90. Dharma L. Rosbrugh
91. Taylor Nicole Rosenberg
92. Macheala Rena Ross
93. Mechaun Nikol Ross
94. Ian Christopher Roth
95. Christopher B. Rudd
96. Henrik Ruparelia
97. Jordan Ernest Russell
98. Daniel Robert Rust
99. Erin Sailey Hamilton
100. Fareeha Saleem
101. Mitchell Brody Salers
102. April Sapp
103. Melodie S. Sarpong
104. Cole W. Scarborough
105. Graceanne Patricia Schuster
106. Alexis Danielle Scott
107. Victoria Ann Scott
108. Kyle Nathaniel Seckler
109. Sierra Taylor Sene
110. Sara Grace Sessions
111. Ferzana Sharifi
112. Bishop Louis Abdou Sharkawy
113. Christina L. Shehan
114. Chenxi Shi
115. Holly Christine Shields
116. Leonia Sade Shirley
117. Kamaiya De’nai Shivers
118. Chirag Jalnidi Shukla
119. Jenna Morgan Shy
120. Nazrawi Mahder Sibhat
121. Edward Siew
122. Trevor Joseph Sigler
123. Angela Hyatt Silver
124. Harrison Van Simpson
125. Ajani Nicole Sims
126. Mariah Renee Slaughter
127. Samantha Lynn Slovensky
128. Courtney Suzanne Smith
129. Elizabeth Brooke Smith
130. Haley Nicole Smith
131. Kayla Danielle Smith
132. Lindsey C. F. Smith
133. Islam Zohair Soliman
134. Arlene Janith Sosa-Tapia
135. Betsebe Ana Bi Sosa-Tapia
136. Derrick James Spears
137. Jasmine Rose Spears
138. Quanita Gloria Spencer
139. Cameron Jacob Stone
140. Matthew Sublett
141. Casey David Suez
142. Ola Kamel Suleiman
143. Joshua Grant Sumner
144. Antonio Manuel Tarin
145. Ar’Lexia Raysheen Taylor
146. Kywaun Antavious Taylor
147. Crystal Marie Tejada
148. Antwon David Thomas
149. Chase Lamont Thomas
150. Daryn Keshawn Thomas
151. Hayden Rebecca Thomas
152. Carver Mark Thompson
153. Karson Ariel Thompson
154. McKenzie Taylor Thompson
155. Benjamin Devoe Thornburg
156. Dustin Lee Thurmes
157. Lark Elaine Tibbs
158. Spencer James Toland
159. Tre’ Douglas-Lamar Tolbert
160. Tyler Alan Tomlinson
161. Jose Francisco Torres-Flores
162. Ethan Reece Trimmer
163. Faith Marie Trivette
164. Dimitri Thomas Tselides
165. Anthony James Tsicouris
166. Natalie Danae Tucker
167. Nicholas Garrett Tucker
168. Adrianna Tiffany Turner
169. Jose Valencia
170. Jasmine Vang
171. Drew Joseph Varley
172. Clifton Rupert Vaughan
173. Shukti Verma
174. Donna Maria Via
175. Caitlyn Via Vincent
176. Cornelle L. Virgil
177. Linsey Nicole Wade

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
2. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees

Bachelor of Science

Jonathan L. Wagner
1 Kourtney Starr Walker
Donal D. Edward Wallace
Corryngton Noelle Walton
Cameron Reille Warren
Dejah Shardae Washington
Allison Nicole Watkins
Christopher Keyshaun Watson
Kanika Dawn Watters
Andrew John Weeks
Britany Ann Weeks
Lindsey Catherine Wyble
1 Taylor Anne Westbrook
Aniya Celeste White
Hallie A. White
Joseph T. White Jr.
Marion Whitely
1 Blake Kenny Whitman
Sara Frances Whitmore
Michael Cole Wicker
1 Ricole Darisee Wicks
Danielle Latrice Wiggins
Jordan Khalil Wilkerson
Alexus Kathleen Willey
Justin S. Williams
Karrington Tenelle Williams
Shadia Yvolen Williams
1 Ta'kerra L. Jean Williams
1 Taylor Aaron Williams
Jacob Mark Wilson
Jennifer Lyna Wilson
Yunerti G. Wilson
Zachary Wilson
1 Matthew Taylor Woods
1 Xinye Wu
Austin Caesar Wyssbrod
June S. Yang
1 Keng Yang
Jiahui Ye
Vicky Yeung
Yiwen Yin
Frederick Dewayne Young
Zachary Robert Young
1 Michael M. Youngblood
William Palmer Youngblood
1 Nasser Bassam Yousef
Michelle Dami Yu
1 Riccardo Zarri
1 Jean-Pierre Zavala
1 Chonghao Zhang
Hua Zhong
1 Yuming Zhu
Michael Joseph Ziozios
Daniel Glenn Zukowski

Bachelor of Science

Kristiana Alvarado
1 Erin Nicole Atkinson
Kelsey Louise Baker
Catherine Elyse Barnett
Sara Mae Beal
Emily Anne Bell
Brianna Nicole Bess
Anna Joy Bindrim
Berkeley Claire Bradsher
Anna Elizabeth Branson
Kara Rae Brown
Mikaela Ashley Brown
Erin Marie Burgner
Chloe Elizabeth Calhoun
Abby Elizabeth Callaway
Aaliyah Mona’ Coleman
Clare Elyse Crabtree
Skylar Breanne Crabtree
Scotia Patrice Daniels
Kaly Yunce Danner
Alyssia Glory DeSmit
Yesenia Diaz
Kayla Marie Ellison
Scott Agustus Fann-smith
Brooke Ashton Fields
Caroline Hodges Fowlkes
Janette Marie Frey
Morgn Elaine Fry
Kayla Maree Garner
Laura Olivia Gervasi
Jamie Leigh Goeller
Katherine Maria Golding
Rebekah Lambeth Goodyear
Gianna Rose Goslen
Maykaya Lee Gregory
Jennifer Lynn Gubbins
Jonathan Wellons Hester
Devin Bailey Holder
1 Samaya Najee Jarrett
Lydia Arlys Jodrey
Alexandria Ryan Johnson
Katie Elizabeth St John
Darian Alexandra Jones
Keri Anne Jones
Keichelle K. Joyce
Angelica Starr King
Laurny Elizabeth Kinney
Kayla Nichole Kunar
Emily Grace Lackey
Holly Jane Litten
Tari LaShawn Lynch
Kelly Nicole Lyons
Tiffany Joanne Mastroiaco
Brook Alexandra McConnell
Ashley Morgan McCraw
Morgan Dare McDowell
Samantha Goodyear McIntire
Minh McNicholas
Alaynna Kathleen Meyer
Jenna Leanne Morrin
Linda Taylor Farmer Myers
Kira Mae Nelson
Hannah Brooke Nixon
Anyah Ashley Oliver
Madison Rose Otto
Taylor Ariana Parker
Jaia Simone Patrick
Michael Robert Patterson
Victoria Teague Pavon
Hailey Amber Peoples
Aimee Michelle Pettigrew
Alana Noelle Poff
Mia Proskurenko
Taija Marie Pryor
Qi Qi
Sara Graham Realini
Hannah Mae Reavis
Rebecca Lane Rigs
Amanda Elizabeth Robinson
1 Ethane Lane Robinson
2 Isabel Rodriguez
Shayla LeNay Sander
Alexandra Nicole Skibicki
Jamar LéJuan Smith
Sarah Kayleigh Spivey
Jessie Michaela Stack
2 Amy Faith Steele
Emily Jeanne Stinar
Susan Lucia Strong
Sarah Kaitlyn Suiti
Lauren Marie Szalay
Erin N. Thomas
Samathna Marie Thompson
Lindsey Dionne Totten
Abby Lynn Utne
Polly Savannah Van Ausdall
Martin Jacobo Vicera
Brittany Lynn Warren
Raychel Kristine Watson
Lindsey Marie Welch
Jessica Dawn Wheeler
Tara Lynn Whitaker
Alaïna Scott Williams
Alyssa Marie Wilson
Taylor Wilson

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
2. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees

Bachelor of Science

Megan Lynne Wood
Xinru Yan

Anna Marie Yarborough
Jeane Evelyn Young
Kaitlyn Lytch Zimmerman
Rachel Elizabeth Zuhars

School of Health and Human Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Jessica Nicole Applegate
1 Chantay Temore BenShimon
Erica Lamone Bush
Marc Caron
Kyle Matthew Cayton
James A. Cook II
Courtney Joy Davis

Mia Simone Edwards
Matthew Joseph Fitzgerald
Tameshius Frison-Smith
Lindsay Shea Jamerson
Tierney Levanna James
Christal Marlin McRae
Saira Noori

Jeriel Rodriguez
Claudia Marcella Rubio
Pattie Sivansay
Johnathan P. Taylor
1 Brandon Watt
Jared Maurice Young

Bachelor of Science

Aliyah Janeen Aal-Anubia
Nora Abdah Abdelrahman
Caroline Brooke Adcock
Maria Guadalupe Aguilar
Katheryn Olivia Aiken
Cory Wade Akers
Danea Al Badri
Karen Jean Albright
1 Allison Michelle Alfrey
Mariam Ali E. Alhadad
Wilfred J. M. A. Alhambra
Jennifer Lynn Allen
1 Allison L. Alley
Crystal Lynn Alsiyao
Angela Tuttle Alvear
Devin Amancio
Robin M. Anderson
Chelsea K. Isabel Arnette
Taciana Camya Arrington
Ann-Jerrica Ticoya Artis
Amaris Avalos
Elizabeth Aviles Hernandez
Dian Yayra Azoribiu
Beth Rose Bacon
Rudmuy Aimeed Baez-Feliz
Cynthia Desiato Baker
Mark Tyler Balmas
Samantha Joseanne Baltes
Forrest Wrenn Barber
Larry F. Barnes
Maurice Jordan Barnett
Emanuel Barrera
Shaquenia Renee Barrow
Mǐ’ Asia Janeé Bartley
Kaitlin Bates
Holly Maree Beaver
1 Nathalia Andrea Belalcazar
Aaliyah Belk
Erika Brooke Belk
Dania Dymond Benners
Shaista Bhard
Breeanna Marie Bigelow

Kelly Suzanne Billue
Shamaya Brenay Black
1 Aeriel E. Blais
Destiny Aunyae Blake
1 Trenton A. Boeggeeman
Jamie Louise Bartlett
Maegan I. Bolen
1 Kimberly Adria Bond
Melissa Carmen Boston
1 B. Allison Bowling
Bethany Leigh Brake
Mackenzie Ann Brenner
1 Margaret Amber Brillhart
Lashonda Yvette Brooks
Logan K. Brooks
Erika Monique Brown
Candace Leigh Brumley
1 Jessie Adriana Bueno
1 Leah Victoria Bullock
Ty’Monte Akeem Bulluck
1 Anna Grace Burroughs
1 Hannah Karter Burroughs
Joshua Campbell
Sacovich Desree Cannon
Helen Hines Carter
Jacob Bruce Casey
2 Monica Lisett Castro
Yuliana Cervantes
Dara Billy Chan
Elidia Chavez Trejo
Angely Pierre Chavez
Alejandra Chavez-Ramirez
1 Cassie Lowe Childress
Peter Matthew Christopher
Evyn Pearl Church
Myla Ashley Clark
William B. Clonzit III
1 Katelyn Marie Cole
Victoria Gilmore Cole
Jordyn Elizabeth Cole
Jordan C. Collins Kebreau
Josephine R. Barrier Compeau

Donna Rae Comstock
1 Mahlik Jamal Conley
Kaylin Yolanda Cooley
1 Christopher R. Cope
Jenna Lynn Copley
Andrew Scott Cornwall
Lisa Dula Corpening
Shelby Dian Corriher
Christina Louise Corsi
McLellan Jane Corum
Amber Elizabeth Cotten-Geer
Kiara Danielle Coulman
Alia L. Cousar
Rachel A. Galloway Craddock
1 Carlee Christine Crawford
Rebekah A. Creech
Shelly Creech-Parrish
Frances Marie Crouch
2 Miguel Angel Cruz-Morales
Keona Cunningham
Holly Elizabeth Damman
Lindsay Alycia Darnell
Chelsea Davis
Connor E. Davis
Cynthia Suzanne Davis
Elizabeth Jones Davis
1 Benjamin Robert Dawkins
Brianna Sheree Monay Dawson
Thomas Garret De Hoog
Kassandra Michelle De Jesus
1 Rom Delaney
Michelle Nelson Delk
1 Amber Kelly Dickerson
Rebecca Faye Dietrich
Natachia Dingle
Brittany Lane Dixon
Lauren Edith Dorn
Katelyn Leigh Dunlap
Shannon Lilly Dupree
Esmeralda Duran Perez
1 Jordan Ruth Dwyer
Olivia Taylor Eagle

1. Degree awarded August 2020.

2. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees
Bachelor of Science

Marlen Marisol Hernandez
Kristin Nicole Hicks
1 Malik Shumur Hicks
Toni Raquel Hicks
Allison Brooke Hill
1 Avery L. Hill
1 Cynthia Marie Hill
Ikea Ashle’ Hill
Jasmine Nicole Hill
Elaine Moffit Hinkel
Joy Cathren Hinshaw
Savanah Haley Hipp
Ashley Micala Hodge
Janvier Marque Hoist-Forrester
Hadassah Ruth Abigail Holder
Phillip Adrian Holland
Topaz Buzzzz Holman
1 Kelsie L. Holt
Taja Hooker
Malika C. Houser
Hannah Rebekah Hubbard
Erica DeAnne Hunt
Joy Michelle Hunt
Sarah Abigail Hunter
Carter Rose Hussey
Sarah Ann Hutcherson
1 Andrea Christine Hyatt
Caleb Patterson Ingram
Oluwaseyi David Isijola
Praise Ikechukwu Iwuchukwu
Celeste Danielle Jackson
Brielle S. Jacobowitz
Maya Jacqueline James
X’Zache A. Jarrett
Kory J. Akelia Jasper Anderson
Lah-Daysha Erica Jemison
Barbara Lent
1 Caroline Bridgett John
Alyssa Noelle Johnson
Candace Pearl Johnson
Doris P. Johnson
Joan Marie Johnson
Julie Rebekah Johnson
Tristan Loran Johnson
Danielle Madeline Johnston
Cassandra B. Joines
Anna Kaitlyn Jones
J’mya Breana Nicole Jones
Kayla Elizabeth Kaplan
Alexis Ramiya Kenion
Mary Grace Kennedy
Leslie Elyn Ketchum
Nancy Gordon Ketchum
1 Sarah Grace Key
1 Minchung Vincent Kim
Ian A. Coleman Kirkman
Mariah Octavia Kirkwood
Esther Nithambi Kituku
Crystal Marie Knowles
Kassandra Elizabeth Kolbeck
Austin Clay Koonce
Ciara Christine Kranzler
Trey Carlyle Lambert
Caroline Frances Lass
Bonnie Lea-Surgeon
Jessica Ayn Leiner
1 Destiny M. Lesane
Brittany Ciara Shantee Lewis
LaNelle Radeeah Lewis
1 Jessica Lino-Perez
Jacob Aaron Linville
1 Raven Livingston
Brianne Symoine Lockhart
Naomi Santana Lopez
Anna Lor
Amber Nicole Loyd
Melissa Chacon Luck
Shane Michael Luckett
Cecilia Ngoc Luong
Tracy Ronell Lyons III
1 Raenaa M. Macon
Kelly H. Magner
1 Logan R. Maness
1 Kevin Galil Mangel
Napoleon Jonathan Manley
Danielle Christina Manning
Amy Joy Manzulich
1 Lauren Elizabeth Mardeusz
Tyra Emon Marsh
Alexandria R. Massey
Alicia Marie Mays
Breanna A. McBrady
Margaret E. McCann
Tianna Nicole McCauley
Sabrina LaToya McCoy
1 Tiara Corrine McDay
Talik Qashawn McDougual
Anne Christin McGraw
Kinley Ann McKay
Savannah Leigh-hope McKeel
Mia Ciana McLain
1 Sekret Lavarsyte Mclaurin
Keyana De’ Andrea McNair
Marquitta C. McNeil
Taylor Elizabeth McNeill
Levone Chambers McRae
Sarah Ray Meadows
1 Brooke Altman Middleton
Gestin Denard Miller
Lindsay Elizabeth Miller
Teri Lynn Miller
Tyesha Tahjena Miller
1 Keisha Nichole Mitchell
1 Whitney Gabrielle Mitchell
1 John Julius Mitzak
Rodiyah N. Moble
1 Manasik Salah Mohamed Idris
DeJuan J. Phillipp Moore

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
2. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees
Bachelor of Science

1. Degree awarded August 2020.

2. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

Joshua Deion Moore
Ruth D. Moreno
Miranda J. Morgan
Danielle Rose Morlando
Lue Moua
Kaylah Brooke Mullins
Ja’Quaisa Cha’Pel Murray
Meredith Lindsay Murray
Casey Justice Naccarato
Iveena Naut
Ronald Christopher Neal
Taylor Kae Nelson
Hannah Marie Neubert
Camille Charmaine Palmer
Brittany Michelle Parsons
Destinie Nicolle Pate
Nina Rebecca Pence
Finley Marie Fendergraft
Katerine Perez-Batista
Casey Noel Perkins
Hannah Nicole Perkins
Jessica M. Petty
Mikayla Brooke Petty
Mick Pettyjohn
Victoria Faye Phelps
Jasmine Michelle Phillips
Linda Nicole Plummer
Ashley Pollard Marlow
Kellar Christine Poteat
Teresa Kaye Pratt
Leslie Provancha
Jessica Y. Puentes
Michael D. Pyant
Lutisha O. Pyles-Rone
Candice Rae Quilty
Charmaine A. Randolph
Jahmeica Brianna Ranglin
Barbara Ann Reaves
Olivia Grace Redd
Ashanni D. Reddick-Moore
Taylor James Remington
Erin D. Reynolds
Chanel Nicole Rhodes
Anna Irene Rhyme
Kiera Nicole Richardson
Ashley Nicole Riddle
Sklar JëShea Rinehardt
Alyse M. Ring
Lauren Grace Robeck
Megan Victoria Roberson
Janae Lorand Robertson
Chermaine Robinson
Raquieron Shamare Robinson
Marlene Melisa Rodriguez
Jada L’Nae Rogers
Aileen Daniela Rosales-Estrada
Arthur Xeres Ross
Tameiah Breonia Ross
Mattalyn Evon Rouse
Diamond A’Nyia Royster
D’Asia Rachelle Sanders
Janae Dorothy Sanders
Michael Santisteban
Adriana L. Scheuering
Bradley Cain Schmaling
Angela Bulluck Scipio
Molly Louise Scott
Ashley N. Sepulveda-Clayborn
Karina Gissel Sequeira
Niousha Shabrang
Megan Hope Sharpe
Shanick Ray Shaw
Sana Nasir Sheikh
Sydney Lowry Shepherd
Jessica J. Shields
Danielle Kae Shore
Abigail Ann Slocum
Leah Katherine Smith
Ripley Ann Smith
Sydney Katherine Smith
Talasia An’Yona Smith
Shakyliah Breonna Speight
Gloria Shekinah Spencer
Theodora Spiru
Jessica Lynn Spradlin
Tae S. Stepney-McNair
Amanda Rose Stewart
Kara Marie Stomp
Cody Wayne Strother
Haley Christine Stultz
Cecelia Rose Subotnik
Linda Shanttille Summers
Tearra Mon’tet Sulton
Melissa Yvonne Sedlund
Gabriel M. Navales Tabayag
Megan Christine Tamer
Hannah Elizabeth Tastet
Emely Yanelys Taveras
Lakia Sharnice Taylor
Scherita Zenaya Taylor
Brookelyn Michelle Thomason
Ellie Gaze Thompson
Benjamin A. Thorpe
Merle Emmett Thorpe
Louisa Tichy
Andrea Countessa Tiller
Zion Timberlake
Catherine Jane Margurite Tobin
Ruth Aliza Torrijos
Breahna Brooke Tucker
Kelli Behrens Tucker
Demetri Turner
Chigozie M. I. Umeofia
Abigail Ryn Valiquette
Carlos Felipe Velásquez
Ivonne D. Velez-Santiago
Sara Jennifer Vickery
Miguel Villasenor
Germani Micheala Wade
Holly Marie Wade
Michael Mokhtar Wahba
Jessica Johnson Walker
Claire Marie Walsh
Lance Aaron Walters
Draven Brianna Ward
Mindy Kay Warguez
Raquel Washington
Jorden Monique Watkins
Janie Darline Watts
Caleb Jeffrey Webster
Killion Charlotte Eilers Webster
Scarlet L. Welborn
Rayna Welch
Erin Kelley West
Lorren Briley West
Lauren Elizabeth Westlund
Sarah L. White
Shanté Renee Whiffield
Jessica Jeanne Wicker
Ashley Marie Wiley
Abigail A. Williams
Brooke Montreal Williams
Dorian Brandon Williams
Jasmine Devonne Williams
Ashleigh Shalita Marie Wilson
Kimberly Madison Wilson
Austin Winters
Zharia Tahjé Winters
Shea Brianne Wixson
Candace Dianne Woodell
Hope Simone Woody
Allie Miranda Wright
Vanessa Helen Wright
Olivya Ann Wyatt
Gia Xiong
Ly My Y
Irene Kay Yamalis
Letitia Lin Yap
Collin Yarborough
Elizabeth Ryanne Zannini
Yara Waleed Zaru
Reanna Leigh Zelenka
Antoinette Marie Zirpoli
Andrea Lauren Zupicich
Baccalaureate Degrees
School of Health and Human Sciences

Bachelor of Social Work

Zharyia Shanise Rankin Allison
Kaniya Patreece Alston
Tia De'Shawn Anderson
Alisha Lee Baity
Abigail Basurto-Mejia
Lauren Marie Bazemore
Gabrielle Simone Beane
Jayde Nichole Brown
Keonna Lashon Burgess
Kayla J. Burns
Constant Andre'ah Carlton
Quynetra Tárashe' Chamblee
Samantha Cisneros
Stacey Lynn Cleveland
2 Alandria Aishaun Coleman
April Russell Coleman
Deaisha Brianna Cooper
Erica Yvonne Cruthis
Erin Elizabeth Cunningham
Haley Monet Curry
Geneva Caroline Cyrus
Maiya Camille Daniels
Emmeline Darius Dixon
Katelyn Victoria Duckworth
1 Carolyn Marie Dykstra
Martina Che'ri Edwards
Seth Nelson Edwards
1 Cecil Garth Ellis
Madison Nicole Faile
Brenda Marie Forbes
Jenee Alexandria Foreman
Kali Cheyenne Forsythe
Debbie S. Freitag
Genesis Clarondia Gardner
Keyona L. Gibson
Zulma Arlett Gomez Loza
Sterling Thomas Grissom
Caiden Taylor Haarvig
Katie Grace Hamdan
Ayari Whynae Harrington
Daisy Jean Harris
Victoria Abigail Hayes
Mary Elizabeth Hedgecock
Kia Jansen Holden
Claudia Inez Hooker
Najalah Arvé Laprell Hughes
Justin Thomas Hunt
Marcus David Hyde
Keri Lynn Idol
Mayakayla L. Jacob
Leslie Victoria James
Tandra Jenkins
Jessica Lynn Johnson
Ronnie Wayne Johnson
Kelly Ann Jones
Kori Elizabeth Joyce
Bojana Knezevic
Zachary T. Knowles
Rebecca Lynn Kurt
Dara Renee Leach
A’Lexus Lee
Sydney Brier Littrell
1 Kayla I. Martin
Tunisia White Mebane

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
2. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.

School of Nursing
Bachelor of Science in Nursing

1 Tyler Riggan Adcock
   Badi Abdul Ali
   Shannon Marie Allen
   Natalie Marie Allgaier
   Cameron Laine Anderson
   Sandy L. Andrews
   Kelly Edith Arce
   Melissa Norman Ashford
   Samantha Lauren Atkins
   Adam Heath Audet
   Chynna Loren Baldwin
   Miranda Jean Bandy
   Rebekah Lacson Baxter
   Chelsea Dallas Berrier
   Kelsey Madison Best
   Rachel Elizabeth Blackwell
   Deah Nicole Bledsoe
   Erika Bonati
   Robert Stephen Bozeman
   1 Adrian Mendoza
   Becky Sue Miller
   Jackie Chilton Montoya
   Erica Lee Muensterman
   Courtney Michelle Myrick
   1 Cathy Phan Nguyen
   Dieu Thanh Le Nguyen
   Amy Leigh O’Hearn
   Ann Sophia Probert
   Ciera Danielle Roberts
   Dynestie B. Ann Robinson
   Gabriela Francesca Rodriguez
   Sydney Michelle Rogers
   Stephanie Sedano
   Hannah Katherine Shick
   Christopher Dean Smith
   Danyelle Alexis Smith
   Amanda Renee Spandau
   Ja’Quasia Denise Steed
   Betty Stewart
   Aliyah LaKayla Suggs
   Kerigan Nichole Sullivan
   Brianna Jasmine Taylor
   E’Zavial De’Nae Tucker
   Shaniya Jean Turner
   Jamie Cheyenne Natori Wells
   Breeana Elaine White
   Shantell S. Williams
   Angel Helen Wyman
   Autumn Marie Yates

Emily Diana Broome
Amanda Cuthrell Brown
McClellan Elizabeth Brown
Marisa Margaret Bryan
Kristen Farrell Bullock
Jenna Alexandra Burdick
Courtney Ann Burton
Madelyn Sarah Butler
Jocelys Cabrera
Anne Frenette Carlton
Chelsea Nicole Carmon
Brianna Dawn Castle
Victoria Chandler
Judith Brianna Chapman
Adrienne Lynette Crosby
Joi Alyssia Cureton
Heather Lane Cuzzen
Chikeya LaSondra Davenport
Marsha Bailey Davis

1 Philip Knight DeAlmeida
   Carol Ann Dillard
   Amanda Jane Druckenmillen
   Brandi N. Farrell
   Rebecca Ashley Fife
   Melvin Carlton Ford
   Amari Elizabeth Forte
   Isaac Carter Foster
   Colton Lee Fouts
   Elisa Rochelle Fowler
   Abigail Lauren Fox
   Ana Maria Garcia Martinez
   Chloie Lynn Gleason
   Alex Mckinley Goins
   Rosa Isabel Gonzalez
   Holly Noel Gooding
   Ronald Ray Goodwin
   Mariah Dominique Graham
   Carinah Joelle Grainger

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
Baccalaureate Degrees

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Noah Spencer Griffith
Erin Beth Hager
Ngozika Akilah Hairston
Emily Catherine Hale
Bianca Li Hanafin
Magayo Charity Harrison
H’Aluya Hidok
Lorena D. Hernandez-Lopez
Brianna Austin Michaela Hicks
Katherine Hope Hooker
Brittany Rountree Huneycutt
Deanna Kathleen Jackson
Sarah Kay James
Emileigh Nicole Johnson
Kim Sylvia Johnson
Megan Elizabeth Jones
Sara Lindsey Jones
Emma Elizabeth Keeter
Katherine Elizabeth Kendall
Elizabeth Key
Zachary Andrew Kincaid
Alexandra Liane Korn
Brennen Nicholas Landers
Alyson Lindsay
Andrea Renee Lovings
Brandi Lubarsky
Kyle Francis L. Lustria
Morgan Elizabeth Maslin
Brandon Chase McCarn
Alyssa Brenna McCulley
Brooke Lauren Meadows
Emilee Monroe Meulendyke
Tabetha Cherise Michaux
Brianna Jothi Mitchell
Aaron Brooks Moffitt
Ayanna Deziree Mohammed
Beatriz Munoz-Lamos
Mercy Muthoni Muriuki
Ashley Choe Murray
Tram Thuy Thi Nguyen
Vivian Thanh Nguyen
Sara Suzanne Nichols
Brok Alvin Oakley
Nichelle Alexis Armoniaylor
Maygan Lassiter Payne
Sara J. Pearson
Rebekah P. Sherwood Pickert
Holly Hansen Purkey
Jessica Leigh Quintana
Caroline Elizabeth Rau
Carla D. Alimurung Richards
Lisa A. Richardson
Linda P. Ridenhour
Tiiffany K. Roberts
Faith Shinhae Rosenberg
Angelica Rose Rothermel
Diana Sanchez-Nicolás
Brianna Taylor Sawyer
Anna Conrad Sebastian
Heather Dawn Sharpe
Jordan Elizabeth Shields
Keirsten Dewitt Shields
Marissa Anne Siavelis
Sylvia Sichi
Julia Katherine Skinner
Davina G. Smith
Quinton Andrew Smith
Marcia L. Smith-Fischer
Melissia Shelton Spencer
Kimberly Rose Sprangers
Emmanuela Cadet Stewart
Jade L. Stewart
Natasha Marian Sylva Styapa
Joselyn Charlotte Suazo
Tina Elizabeth Tourville
Chassity Kayla Trice
Alexis Taylor Troutman
Alicia Rachelle Tucker
LeAnn Jordan Underwood
Logan H. Vaughan
Lilibet Venegas
Michaela Emily Wells
Angela Grey Williams
Audrey Nicole Williams
Dee/Anna Faith Wilson
John Ashley Wilson
Kasey Woodell
Tiara Lanée Worley
Deborah Rhys Younts
Michell Gpe Zavaleta Catalán
Jordan Danielle Zuzolo

Bachelor of Arts

College of Visual and Performing Arts

Kelsey Sloan Daniel
Toni DePaoli
Erika Mae Edgerly
Sophie Marguerite Eisenhardt
Johanna Kelly Evans
Juaquin Thiez Flowers Il
Jasmine Alyssa Fuchs
Carolyn Jean Garner
Ally Cathleen Gilgen
Amanda Michelle Girard
Clare Elizabeth Glenn
Emily Paige Gordon
Joanna Haboon
Mandi Lynn Hamilton
William Albert Hanna
McKaylah Jamison Hester
Lacy Lorraine Holder
Julia P. Houghton
Amelia N. Howerton
Iyanna Ziear Huffman
Chauncey Shamar James
Morgan Simone Knoble
Abdoulaye Sajee Koita
Chloe Emma Lambe
Anna Elizabeth Laventure
Demond Lea
Norma Leonides-Pineda
Kendall Jordan Llewellyn
Matthew Phillip Lopez
Michaela Faye Loughran
Emily Ann Machak
Jasmine Kawan Marshall
Austin Michael McCreary
Chelsea Renee McElfresh
Guoning Miao
Sydney Michelle Miller
Amber Briana Moore
Ann Davis Moore
Eric Christopher Morris
Maison Kyle O’Neil
Dwyla Alexis Pearson
Alexis S. Pemberton
Parker Gerrard Perry
Victoria Anne Reynolds
Joshua Ryan Ridley
Amanda Christine Rodgers

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
2. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Baccalaureate Degrees

Bachelor of Arts

Roxanne Ruth Roessing
Abigail Beth Shibley
Mary Hannah Shinn
Rachel R. Silas
Maya Adriana Simmons
Randall C. Simmons Jr.

Wytasha Lynette Spease
Stefany Rochelle Spencer
Somer Alyse Stanfield
Damien Thomas
Sean Taylor Thompson
Samuel M. Tosto

Eliya Beth Watson
Jacquelyn Marie Whiteside
Brandi Nicole Willis
Allison Louise Wilson
Kannah Ysabelle Sayson Wong
Tou Zong Xiong

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Reece Elizabeth Adkins
1, 2 Julia Ellis Alexander
John Tyler Anderton
Przemyslaw Bednarski
Patricia Faith Bishop
Grace Adell Bollinger
Brendan S. Bostwick
Cierra Brooke Broady
Aje Brown
April Dawn Bryant
Nayeli G. Campos-Franco
Teaira Nicole Cleare
Annie Howard Conolly
Caitlin Isabel Cook
Thomas Roger Crosson
Suzanna Justine Devlin
Dimitri Eugene Dorosevici
Gabrielle Ekua Edwards
Conner Bryce Esposito
Brandi Kay Fier
Alexander Wray Gillette
Megan Leah Gottfried
1 Amber Renee Graham
1 Moriah Juanita Gray
Tianna Tyree Gray
Anna Dawn Grooms

Brandon James Guerrero
Sarah Kristina Guiles
Madeline Kate Gupton
Giana Alicia Havner
Emma Therese Higgens
1 Destin'ae Monique-Joy Hill
1 Riley Maxted Hough
Olivia Alexis Johnson
Christina Lynn Kelly
Lauren Renee Kelly
2 Kassandra Elizabeth Kolbeck
Chelsea Jade Lancaster
1 Victoria E. Lucy Landers
Laura Elena Lazarini
1 Sydney Grace Lee
Zephaniah Russell Luck
Irvin Maldonado
1 Joseph Allen Martin
Jessica Leigh Mason
Hannah Christine McCarthy
Kennedy Elizabeth Means
Natalie Riverlyn Mishra
Emmaline C. Montgomery
Tyrone Anthony Moon
Mabel Magalli Morana
Joseph Alfred Morgan

Arianna Sabine Pappas
1 Adam Michael Perez
Jessyca B. Premo
1 Austin Harris Pruitt
Madison Tate Ringelberg
Paola S. Rivera
Erica Danielle Roland
Krystal Lynn Rothermund
Madeline Kendal Saistang
Ashley LaQueese Scott
Jordan Taylor Shadley
Jurne Timan Smith
Jasmine C. Sprague
Mia Logan Steffen
Aubrey Nicole Strickling
Devon Charles Sweazy
Shayla Chantelle Taylor
Gabriel Devon Terry
Subrina Thom
Mark Anthony Tillotson
Ryenne Jensen Wilkie
1 Sierra Lindsay Wilkinson
1 Lauren Elizabeth Willard
Jazmyne Tamia Williams
Jeffrey Forrest Wilson

Bachelor of Music

Joshua Granville Alley
Brian William Arden
Sarah Louise Armfield
Charles Zachary Baker
Ryan Gordon Bergfors
Robert Joseph Bohinski
Yophi Adia Bost
Holly Anne Boucher
Kathryn Anne Bracewell
Meghan Rose Chinn
1 Zachary Paul Covington
2 Tucker Lewis Daniel
Corina Donica
Christopher C. Eaton
Indira Janai Everett
Jessica Leigh Fisher

Emily Shae Flynt
Michael August James Friedrich
2 Emily Paige Gordon
Nygel Deontae Harris
Brandon T. Hearn
Nicholas Blake Helms
Peter Kang Hyun Kim
Michael Charles Kralik
Emily Ann Krestar
Lamar R. Martin
Dalton Brice Melvin
Aaron William Moss
Sean Marc Mulcahy
Hailey Michelle Nichols
Kathryn Elaine Porter
Reginald D. Bryant Powell

Larry Jackson Pugh
Sarrah Mckenzie Schachner
Jessica Madeline Schneider
Asher Sizemore
Gregory John Skakad
Jacob Thomas Stephens
Brianna Tam
Anna Kaye Tschiegg
Olga Vilkova
William Franklin Watson
Benjamin Lloyd West
Julia Elizabeth Whalen
Patrick Anthony Wichowski III
Marisha Imani Yanell Williams
Nicole Kathryn Wood

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
2. Scheduled to be awarded two baccalaureate degrees this term.
Recognitions and Honors

Graduation with Honors

To be eligible for honors at the end of the senior year, a student must have completed at least 45 hours of work in residence at UNCG, not including hours for which credit and grade points have been received by special examinations.

Honors are awarded to graduating seniors as follows. The highest level is summa cum laude (with highest honor), maintaining a grade point average between 3.90–4.00 for all work taken at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. The next level, magna cum laude (with great honor), indicates an average of 3.70–3.89. The third level, cum laude (with honor), represents an achievement of 3.50–3.69.

Summa Cum Laude

Mariam Ali E. Alhadad
Suzanne Celeste Allen
Joshua Granville Alley
Hannah Elisabeth Aslin
Samantha Lauren Atkins
Adam Heath Auget
Melissa Star Averitt
Beth Rose Bacon
Rudmary Aimeed Baez-Feliz
Alisha Lee Baity
Chynna Loren Baldwin
Nicholas G. Baldwin
Larry F. Barnes
Michael Jay Bell
Chantay Temore BenShimon
Olivia Rose Biro
John Mark Bracewell
Kathryn Anne Bracewell
Berkeley Claire Bradsher
Bethany Leigh Brake
Asia Jennifer Simone Brannon
Cole Gunther Breit
Logan K. Brooks
Christina M. Brown
Dalton Lee Brown
April Dawn Bryant
Jenna Alexandria Burdick
Courtenay Ann Burton
Christian Tyler Cagle
Helen Hines Carter
Brianna Dawn Castle
Danielle Brooke Chisholm
Rinty Chowdhury
Caitlin Christina Clement
Jordyn Elizabeth Cole
Josephine R. Barrier Compeau
Nicholas Robert Conklin
Andrew Scott Cornwall
Lisa Dula Corpening
Shelby Dian Corriher
Clare Elyse Crabtree
Megan Teresa Crowley
Josée Giovanni Davis
Rebekah Lee Cornett Dawkins
Mondonna Miriam Deldgie
Corina Donica
Lauren Edith Dorn
Amanda Jane Druckenmiller
Katelyn Victoria Duckworth
Seth Nelson Edwards
Kristina El-Khoury
Timpy Sizemore Ellis
Adam Joseph Elsaidi
Kaylee Brianne Faw
Brooke Ashton Fields
Rebecca Ashley Fife
Emily Shae Flynt
Debbie S. Freitag
Grant Christian Fuller
Caroline Elizabeth Galdi
Xia Wu Gannaway
Ana Maria Garcia Martinez
Steven Patrick Garfunkel
Carolyn Jean Garner
Brent Keefer Getzoff
Abigail Faith Giles
Raven A. Giles
Katie Jane Goldsmith
Jordan Marie Contram
Gianna Rose Goslen
Courtney N. Gregory
Jackson Griffith
Anna Dawn Grooms
David Rodney Harp
Skye Michelle Harrelson
Anitra Celeste Harris
Jami Harris
Brian J. Hedrick
Nicholas Blake Helms
Raven Olivia Hodges
Zachary Dale Hoots
Mohammed M. Hossain
Gary Lee Hull
Justin Thomas Hunt
Sarah Ann Hutcherson
Marcus David Hyde
Katie Elizabeth St John
Keichelle K. Joyce
Kori Elizabeth Joyce
Shelby Elizabeth Joyce
Ekaterina Khokhrina
David Koehler
Brenna Renae Koss
Ciara Christine Kranzler
Charles H. Krohn
Rebecca Lynn Kurt
David J. Lee
Jennifer Mankins Macemore
Amy Joy Manzulich
Lizandro Marcial-Armas
1 Joseph Allen Martin
Morgan Elizabeth Maslin
Chelsea Renee McElfresh
Kinley Ann McKay
Brooke Lauren Meadows
Lauren Michelle Meeker
Haley Ellyse Milligan
Deborah E. M. Mobombo
Mckenzie Ryan Moize
Sydney Lynn Montgomery
1 Pablo Cesar Morales
1 Meredith Lindsay Murray
Linda Taylor Farmer Myers
Cynthia Nunez
Bianca Usiomo Okhaifor
Madison Rose Otto
Abigail Elizabeth Panz
Alexandra N. C. Pardo
James M. Patton
Sara J. Pearson
Nina Rebecca Pence
Omar Felipe Perez-Pulido
Victoria Faye Phelps
Leslie Provanchie
Mary Catherine Pupo
Sara Graham Realini
Hannah Mae Reavis
Madeline Ray Rees
1 David Andrew Renfroe
Rebecca Lane Riggs
Megan Victoria Roberson
Amanda Elizabeth Robinson
Mary Elizabeth Roop
Krystal Lynn Rothermund
1 Rebecca E. Rymer
Kristen Marie Scheckelhoff
Abigail Leigh Schleifer
Ashley LaQuese Scott
1 Katherine Michelle Scruggs
Katherine Diane Senn
Jordan Taylor Shadley
Heather Dawn Sharpe
Christina L. Shehan
Conlan Robert Sherman
Miranda Roselyn Sherman
Marissa Anne Siavelis
Manuel Rodrigo Sixtos

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
Recognitions and Honors

Summa Cum Laude

Alexandra Nicole Skibicki
Christopher Dean Smith
Jurne Timan Smith
Justin Deane Smith
Lindsey C. F. Smith
Kevin Soltero-Silva
Melissa Shelton Spencer
Amanda Rose Stewart
Emily Jeanne Stinar
Jurne Timan Smith
Justin Deane Smith
Lindsey C. F. Smith
Kevin Soltero-Silva
Melissa Shelton Spencer
Amanda Rose Stewart
Emily Jeanne Stinar
Kaitlyn Jean Stone
Kerigan Nichole Sullivan
Lauren Marie Szalay
Hayden Rebecca Thomas
Ellie Gaze Thompson

Benjamin Devoe Thornburg
Louisa Tichy
Linh My Nguyen Tran
Abby Lynn Utne
Ivonne D. Velez-Santiago
Victor Andres Vigoya
David John von Dohlen
Linsey Nicole Wade
Sydney Denise Washington
William Franklin Watson
David Jamal Webb
Killon Charlotte Eilers Webster
Julia Elizabeth Whalen

Sarah L. White
Jacquelyn Marie Whiteside
Alaina Scott Williams
Alexander Bailey Williams
Veronica F. Wisnewski
Mary Kent Renee Wolff
Nicole Kathryn Wood
Jared Maurice Young
Deborah Rhys Younts
Michelle Dami Yu
Yara Waleed Zaru
Rachel Elizabeth Zuhars

1. Degree awarded August 2020.

Magna Cum Laude

1 Natalie Ann Abernathy
Reece Elizabeth Adkins
1 Allison Michelle Alfrey
Badi Abdul Ali
Madison Carol Allred
Faisal Rajai Almubaslat
Crystal Lynn Alsiayo
Tia De'Shawn Anderson
Sandy L. Andrews
Jessica Nicole Applegate
Kelly Edith Arce
Alexandra Maisie Ayala
Mahnoor Ahsnar
Harmandeep Singh Bains
Charles Zachary Baker
Casey Abigail Balser
Samantha Joanne Baltes
Gabrielle Simone Beane
Przemyslaw Bednarski
Aaliyah Belk
Dania Dymond Benners
Kelsey Madison Best
Anna Joy Bindrim
Robert Joseph Bohinski
Grace Adell Bollinger
Kylie Marie Bouplon
1 Claire Elizabeth Brady
1 Margaret Amber Brillhart
Lashonda Yvette Brooks
Emily Diana Broome
Ariel Devonna Brown
Erica Monique Brown
Jayde Nichole Brown
Joshua Raymond Brown
Cassidy Sharon Burel
Erin Marie Burgner
1 Delaney Elizabeth Burton
Sandra Candelario
Mychal Renee Carruthers
Brannon Patrick Carty

Justin Kaleel Cato
Brittany Nicole Charles
Destinee Shontel Charles
1 Cassie Lowe Childress
Annie Catherine Chrismon
Peter Matthew Christopher
Teaira Nicole Cleare
Stacey Lynn Cleveland
Grace Rebekah Clifford
Rachael A. Coile
Andrew Cutler Cook
Brandi L. Cottingham
Rachel A. Galloway Craddock
William Joseph Crandall
Victoria Ashley Crane
Shelly Creech-Parrish
Erica Yvonne Cruthis
Holly Elizabeth Damman
Kalyn Pouncey Danner
Sarah Hope Darnell
1 Andrew Wyatt Daubin
Courtney Joy Davis
Elizabeth Jones Davis
Brianna Sheree Monay Dawson
Thomas Garret De Hoog
Taylor Nicole Delaney
Suzanna Justine Devlin
Carol Ann Dillard
Natalicia Dingle
Ashley Nicole Earnest
Gabrielle Ekuwa Edwards
Nijahlyn C. Darzhané Edwards
Preston Grant Ellington
Scott Agustus Fann-smith
Terri Vaughn Farlee
Miller Arden Faw
Qikun Feng
Hannah Lucille Ficklin
Brandi Kay Fier
Aleksander Liam Fink
Matthew Joseph Fitzgerald
Ashley Briana Fleming
Michael Stone Follari
Melvin Carlton Ford
Jenee Alexandria Foreman
Isaac Carter Foster
Abigail Lauren Fox
Tyler Lee Frame
Amara Fraz
Janette Marie Frey
Jasmine Alyssa Fuchs
Aaron Edward Garner
Aran Campbell Garnett-Deakin
Ally Cathleen Gilgen
Jamie Leigh Goeller
Rosa Isabel Gonzalez
1 Selena M. Gonzalez-Parks
Anna Marie Goodall
Holly Noel Gooding
Emily Paige Gordon
Caleb Aaron Gossett
Megan Leah Gottfried
1 Lauren Wellborn Greenwood
Rachel Anne Greeson
Noah Spencer Griffith
Tyler Grissom
Sarah Kristina Guiles
Caiden Taylor Haarvig
Joanna Haboon
Nimra Haider
Emily Catherine Hale
Bianca Li Hanafin
William Albert Hanna
Matthew Eric Hannon
Raygan Myranda Hansley
Amy Catherine Harrelson
Sania Hasan
1 Kayla Nicole Hayes
Brandon T. Hearn
Courtney Laine Heckman
1 Nakeshia Marie Henry Moore
Amelia Hernandez-Garcia

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
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Recognitions and Honors

Magna Cum Laude

Lorena D. Hernandez-Lopez
Kristin Nicole Hicks
1 Cynthia Marie Hill
Elaine Moffit Hinkel
Joy Cathren Hinshaw
Devin Bailey Holder
Claudia Inez Hooker
Jordan Nicole Houston-Taylor
Iyanna Ziear Huffington
1 Andrea Christine Hyatt
Oluwaseyi David Isijola
Lindsay Shea Jamerson
Leslie Victoria James
1 Samaya Najee Jarrett
Barbara Jent
Olivia Nikole Jessup
Lydia Arlys Jodrey
Joan Marie Johnson
Kelly Ann Jones
Lauren Renee Kelly
Mary Grace Kennedy
1 Elizabeth Key
Dianna Michelle Kidd
Nicholas Wayne Kidd
Deborah Yasmyn Killian
Zachary Andrew Kincaid
Angelica Starr King
Ryan Daniel King
Lauryn Elizabeth Kinney
1 Mack Frank Kiser Jr.
Bojana Knezevic
Crystal Marie Knowles
Kassandra Elizabeth Kolbeck
Alexandra Liane Korn
Emily Ann Krestar
1 Jesslyn C. Dolores Kroenke
Kayla Nichole Kunar
Chloe Emma Lambe
Chloe Maya Lance
Robert Joseph Leake
Jessica Ayn Leiner
Alana Elizabeth Lewis
Ziran Liang
Holly Jane Litten
Jocelyn Simone Little
Sydney Brier McCulley
Brandon Chase McCurn
Hannah Christine McCarthy
Brook Alexandra McConnell
Ashley Morgan McCraw
Alyssa Breanna McCulley
Jordan Matthew McDaniel
Morgan Dare McDowell
1 Cindy McGinniss
Anne Christine McGraw
Samantha Goodyear McIntire
1 Manasik Salah Mohamed Idris
Emmaline C. Montgomery
Lauren Danielle Moore
1 Katie Marie Morgan
1 Estrella Munoz
Ashley Choe Murray
Courtney Michelle Myrick
Casey Justice Naccarato
Kira Mae Nelson
Hannah Marie Neubert
Nancy R. Newnam
Moni My Nguyen
Rokhaya Niang
Monica Mae Nicholas
Hailey Michelle Nichols
Bethany Lynn Nicoll
Hannah Brooke Nixon
Garrett Carl Noid
Kristen Marie Oehm
Anyah Ashley Oliver
1 Maison Kyle O’Neil
1 Shane Thomas O’Neill
Arianna Sabine Pappas
Rebecca Kathleen Paschall
Destinie Nicole Pate
Sarah J. Patille
Rebekah P. Sherwood Peickert
Mikayla Brooke Petty
Shevon Monique Phifer Smith
Kellar Christine Poteat
Reginald D. Bryant Powell
Matthew Taylor Pusic
Alyssa Adia Jemila Quinlan
Aashika M. Ramkumar
Caroline Elizabeth Rau
Aria Claire Rayes
Symphany Velvet Rayle
Olivia Grace Redd
Amanda Sue Reiffer
Victoria Anne Reynolds
1 Robert T. Richardson
1 Joel T. Rieves
1 Paola S. Rivera
Ciera Danielle Roberts
Brianna V. Roberts-Achong
Myah Malaysia Robinson
Isabel Rodriguez
2 Zully Lauren Rodriguez
Erica Danielle Roland
Isaac A. Rumbley
Daniel Robert Rust
Tanajah Dominique Rutledge
Constance Anne Safley
1 Wisam Bassam Salah
Shayla LeNay Sander
Jessica Madeline Schneider
Brianna Nicole Seawell
Anna Conrad Sebastian
Christopher L. Serrano
Tara Anwar Sheikh
Chenxi Shi
Danielle Kae Shore
Chirag Jalnidhi Shukla
Maya Adriana Simmons
Rufus Johnathan Simmons
Abigail Ann Slocum
Danyelle Alexis Smith
Sydney Katherine Smith
Megan E. Sowards
Gloria Shekinah Spencer
Jessie Michaela Stack
Amy Faith Steele
Jacob Thomas Stephens
1 Andrew Paul Strickland
Haley Christine Stultz
Matthew Sublett
Grace Hunter Sullivan
Kayla Gabrielle Summers
Linda Shantille Summers
Jarrett Michael Swearingen
Megan Christine Tamer
Brianna Jasmine Taylor
Justin R. Thacker
Ei Thinzar
Erin N. Thomas
Carver Mark Thompson
Shiyong Tian
Alexis Taylor Troutman
Anna Kaye Tschieg
1 Kelli Behrens Tucker
Abigail Ryn Valiquette
Polly Savannah Van Ausdall
Lilbert Venegas
Donna Maria Via
Martin Jacobo Vicera
Olga Vilkova
Miguel Villasenor
Jessica Johnson Walker
Claire Marie Walsh
Cameron Reille Warren
Dejah Shardee Washington
Scarlet L. Welborn
Rayna Welch
Ella Katherine Wells
Lauren Elizabeth Westlund
Jessica Dawn Wheeler
Tara Lynn Whitaker
Breeana Elaine White

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
Recognitions and Honors

Magna Cum Laude

Kyaira Alyssia White-Randolph
Victoria Grace Wiley
David Reginald Williams
1 Madison Taylor Williams
Shantell S. Williams
Jeffrey Forrest Wilson
Taylor Wilson
Candace Dianne Woodell
Xinru Yan
Letitia Lin Yap
Autumn Marie Yates
Erica Yepiz
1 Riccardo Zarri
Daniel Glenn Zukowski

Cum Laude

Karen Adkins
Amevi Afatsawo
Danea Al Badri
Jorge Antonio Alamillo
Destiny Vernae Alderin
Summer Grace Alexander
Shannon Marie Allen
Natalie Marie Allgaier
1 Basmah A. I. Alnowaiser
Kristiana Alvarado
Avery Alan Anderson
Cameron Laine Anderson
Brian William Arden
1 Erin Nicole Atkinson
Sarah Marie Auman
Elizabeth Aviles Hernandez
Kelsey Louise Baker
Haylee Alexis Baldwin
Alicia Linn Balser
Miranda Jean Bandy
Forrest Wrenn Barber
Jennifer Michelle Barnard
Sara Mae Beal
Logan Ryan Blaser
Maegan I. Bolen
Erika Bonati
Jaemy Bonilla
Margaret Grace Borgmeyer
Melissa Carmen Boston
Brendan S. Bostwick
Holly Anne Boucher
1 B. Allison Bowling
1 Russell Greenway Boyd III
Rebekah P. Brannock
Haley Brooke Brantley
1 Pierce W. Brelinsky
John Andrei Bridges
1 Gerald Matthew Brigman
Hannah Ward Brooks
McClellan Elizabeth Brown
Romario Orain Brown
Candace Leigh Brumley
Benjamin Caskey Buben
Ryan Christopher Bullard
1 Leah Victoria Bullock
Zoie LeAnne Bunch
1 Joey Ray Burroughs II
Katherine Ann Byrd
Lauren Winfrey Byrd
Jocelys Cabrera
Abby Elizabeth Callaway
Chelsea Nicole Carmon
Christina Leigh Causey
Yuliana Cervantes
Judith Brianna Chapmon
Alejandra Chavez-Ramirez
Madelyn Hope Church
Samantha Cisneros
Alandria Aishaun Coleman
Donna Rae Comstock
Stephanie Lee Coolbaugh
Deaisha Brianna Cooper
Alia I. Cousar
1 Gillian Victoria Crane
Frances Marie Crouch
Kayla Nicole Crutchfield
Katelyn Jean Commons
Antoine’ Taylor Cunningham
Joi Alyssia Cureton
Quentin Treymaine Daniel
Tucker Lewis Daniel
Maiya Camille Daniels
Cynthia Suzanne Davis
Kassandra Michelle De Jesus
Michelle Sloop Deese
1 Ruochen Deng
Toni DePaoli
Alyssia Glory DeSmit
1 Amber Kelly Dickerson
Brittany Lane Dixon
Kendall Kate Dobbins
Abigail J. Downing
Amber Nicole Duggins
Esmeralda Duran Perez
Christopher C. Eaton
Dare Vogue Monroe Edwards
Sophie Marguerite Eisenhardt
Ivan Camilo Espinoza
Indira Janai Everett
Para Bréleane Ezeanii
Morgan Shay Fadely
Shykira Janae Farmer
Randel S. Fields
1 Maggie Shea Finch
Anthony L. F. Fiorentino
Jessica Leigh Fisher
Chyanne Autumn Flores
Dazja Shaterra Floyd
Jessica Grace Floyd
Colton Lee Fouts
Ashley Lynn Fowler
Elisa Rochelle Fowler
Brandi P. Frasier
Warda Fraz
Michael August James Friedrich
1 Mary Ellen Frizzell
Morgen Elaine Fry
Brittany Nicole Gagné
Yrene Domitila Garcia Montoya
1 Mya Asante Gardner
Kayla Maree Garner
Lakinta Dane’ Garner
1 Sarah Nicole Gatlin
Grace Owoari George
Robert Taylor Gibson
Amanda Michelle Girard
Chloe Lynn Gleason
Clare Elizabeth Glenn
Alex Mckinley Goins
Katherine Maria Golding
1 Elizabeth Nicole Gómez
Zulma Arlett Gomez Loza
Sohm Deshendance Gough
1 Kiana Shernee Govia
Marieh Dominique Graham
Angela Gray
Emily Shore Gray
1 Jordan Hunter Gray
Tianna Tyree Gray
Makayla Lee Gregory
Mariel Amara Griffith
Sterling Thomas Grissom
Vanessa Guerrero
Madeline Kate Gupton
Amanda-Joi Guthrie
Erin Beth Hager
Ngoziaka Akiilah Hairston
Jackie Leigh Hamilton
Kestyn Graye Harris
Mary Elizabeth Hedgcock
Matthew Nicholas Hellenbrand
Erin Taylor Hennessee
1 Tatiana Victoria Hernandez
Mckaylah Jamison Hester
Brandon Lloyd Hicks
Brianna Austin Michaela Hicks
Emma Therese Higgins

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
Recognitions and Honors

Cum Laude

1. Degree awarded August 2020.

Destin’ae Monique-Joy Hill
Ashley Micala Hodge
Jacob Dean Hollifield
Julia P. Houghton
Mikayla Danielle Houghton
Kayla L. Howard
Hannah Rebekah Hubbard
Justin Layne Hughes
Carter Rose Hussey
Jessica Latham Jacobs
Kory J. Akelia Jasper Anderson
Alyssa Noelle Johnson
Emileigh Nicole Johnson
Miracle C. A. Johnson
Tristan Loran Johnson
Brittany A. Jones
Darian Alexandra Jones
Keri Anne Jones
Megan Elizabeth Jones
Kayla Elizabeth Kaplan
Christina Lynn Kelly
Alexis Ramiya Kenion
Leslie Elyn Ketchum
Zachary T. Knowles
Shiri Yulia Koren
Alina Victoria Kosmala
Grant Joseph Lacey
Emily Grace Lackey
Chelsea Jade Lancaster
Payton Foust Landry
Rebecca Lynn Landry
A’Lexus Lee
Norma Leonides-Pineda
Emma Louise Levrio
Jessica Lino-Perez
Magnolia Sunshine Long
Andrea Renee Lovings
Cong Ma
Kendra Andrews Mabe
Raena M. Macon
Puneet Makhani
Danielle Christina Manning
Tyra Emom Marsh
Kevin Jacob Martin
Theresa Renee Martin
Chelsea Carlisle McBain
Molly Ann McCurry
Shemiyah Matthew McKnight
Minh McNicholas
Tunisia White Mebane
Emilee Monroe Meulendyke
Guoning Miao
Tabbatha Cherise Michaux
Emiri Michishita
Brooke Altman Middleton
Ayanna Deziree Mohammed
Kourtni Alexus Monroe
Amber Briana Moore

Ann Davis Moore
Anne Katherine Moore
Ziortza Morales Barrionuevo
Mabel Magalli Morana
Miranda J. Morgan
Jenna Leanne Morrin
Gabrielle Chanté Morris
Beatriz Munoz-Lamos
Mercy Muthoni Muriuki
Hannah Danielle Nance
Saira Noori
Amy Leigh O’Hearn
Ijeoma Nikki Okons
Alyssah Aloma Ottley
Trevor Lane Pace
Camille Charmaine Palmer
Ryan James Parks
Kyle Steven Passio
Michael Robert Patterson
Victoria Teague Pavon
Maygan Lassiter Payne
Rachel Marie Penny
Aaron Michael Percoco
Aimee Michelle Pettigrew
Vickie H. Pettway
Alexis Imani Pitchford
Lori Nicole Pittman
Rebecca Plautz
Linda Nicole Plummer
Alana Noelle Poff
Ashley Pollard Marlow
Kathryn Elaine Porter
Victoria O’Hara Powell
Jessyca B. Premo
Ashley Nicole Priest
Bailey Michelle Profitt
Mia Prosksurenko
Aaron Steven Pura
Qi Qi
Shah Nafis Ahmed Rafique
Candace Deanna Ramsey
Erin D. Reynolds
Ashley Nicole Riddle
Harrison William Riley
Madison Tate Ringelberg
 Dynestie B. Ann Robinson
Ethan Lane Robinson
McKenzie Hope Rochford
Amanda Christine Rodgers
Aileen Daniela Rosales-Estrada
Dharma L. Rosbrugh
Faith Shinhae Rosenberg
Angelica Rose Rothermel
Diamond A’Nya Royster
Jillian Kristee Ruby
Jenny Marie Sab
Erie Safley Hamilton
Robertta Woodfork Salvador
Diana Sanchez-Nicolás
William Joyner Sandin
April Sapp
Adriana L. Scheuering
Zander Zoe Sidney
Temple Clare Shepherd
Hannah Katherine Shick
Holly Christine Shilds
Mary Hannah Shinn
Anna Shymansovich
Julia Katherine Skinner
Camille Alexandra Smith
Edith Sanchez Smith
Leah Katherine Smith
Quinton Andrew Smith
Nadine Mohamed Soliman
Cydney Lorene Spencer
Sarah Kayleigh Spivey
Jasmine C. Sprague
Kimberly Rose Sprangers
Alexis Danielle Starr
Kirsten Steingraber
Jade L. Stewart
Kara Marie Stomp
Aubrey Nicole Strickling
Susan Lucia Strong
Cody Wayne Strother
Joshua Grant Sumner
Melissa Yvonne Swedlund
Sierra Jennifer Sweeney
Alisha Tahrkheldi
Sarah M. Teague
Alyssa Jarman Thetford
Subrina Thom
Abigail Elizabeth Thomas
Hannah Kathleen Thompson
Kamden E. Morgan Thompson
Samantha Marie Thompson
Lark Elaine Tibbs
Kristina Eranna Torain
Barony Ramon Torres
Jose Francisco Torres-Flores
Samuel M. Tosto
Chassity Kayla Trice
Faith Marie Trivette
Alicia Rachelle Tucker
E’Zavial De’Nae Tucker
Avery Tyriq Tuttle
Teela Renee-Lowe Tysinger
Erlon Gerald Valliere Jr
Caitlyn Via Vincent
Jack E. Voigt
Emma Kathryn Voorhees
Gentry Elizabeth Wade
Deijah Octavia Wannamaker
Mary Elizabeth Rae Watson
Andrew John Weeks
Anna L. Weightman
Alexis K. Whitaker
Patrick Anthony Wichowski III

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
Recognitions and Honors
Cum Laude

1. Alec Jeffrey Widmer
2. Derek Nathaniel Williams
3. Destané A. Williams
4. Shadia Yvollen Williams
5. Daniel James Willis
6. Alyssa Marie Wilson
7. Shea Brianne Wixson

Allie Miranda Wright
Vanessa Helen Wright
Ly My Y
1. Irene Kay Yamalis
Yiwen Yin
Elizabeth Ryanne Zannini
Eleanor Marie Zelinski

Hua Zhong
1. Yuming Zhu
Kaitlyn Lytch Zimmerman
1. Antoinette Marie Zirpoli
Danielle Kimberly Zirpolo

Seniors Completing Honors Programs During Spring and Summer 2020

International Honors

Karen Adkins
Suzanne Allen
Kristiana Alvarado
Kristen Bullock
Grace Rebekah Clifford
Jenna Copely
Victoria Crane
Megan Crowley
Josée Davis
Arél Doyle
Ashley Earnest
Sophie Eisenhardt
Shykira Farmer
Skye Harrelson
Courtney Heckman
Matthew Hellenbrand
Miracle Johnson
Tristan Johnson
Rebecca Kurt
Emma Levrio
Jocelyn Little
Hunter Martin
Garrett Noid
Florecita Olmos
Abigail Panz
Matthew Pusic
Aashika Ramkumar
Alexis Raphael
Amanda Rodgers
Daniel Rust
William Sandin
Miranda Sherman
Anna Shymanovich
Zander Sidney
Alexandra Skibicki
Olivia Tarpley
Abby Utne
Abigail Valiquette
Killion Webster
Julia Whalen
Alex Williams
Mary Kent Wolff
Yara Zaru

Disciplinary Honors

Summer Alexander
Disciplinary Honors in English
“Trans-itioning: Memoirs and Medicine”
Project Adviser: Gary Lim

Cameron Anderson
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“Culturally Tailored Cardiovascular Disease Interventions among African American Women”
Project Adviser: Stephanie Pickett

Sandy Andrews
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“Exploring PCPs’ Implicit and Explicit Bias Toward Lesbian Women and the Association of this Bias with PCPs’ Cervical Cancer Screening Recommendations in this Population: A Literature Review”
Project Adviser: Mollie Aleshire

Chynna Baldwin
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“Non-Pharmacological Delirium Preventative Nursing Interventions in the ICU”
Project Adviser: Brandi Apple

Aaliyah Belk
Disciplinary Honors in Public Health
“Repro Justice ≠ Repro Rights: Perspectives of Advocates/Activists”
Project Adviser: Professor Crystal Dixon

Olivia Biro
Disciplinary Honors in Communication Studies
“Community in Practice: What the Twine Games Discord Community Can Teach Us About Social Learning Online”
Project Adviser: Cristiane Damasceno

Asia Brannon
Disciplinary Honors in Biology
“The Dynamics of Immune Responses to Viruses in Honey Bees, Apis mellifera”
Project Adviser: Olav Rueppell

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
Erin Burgner  
Disciplinary Honors in Elementary Education  
“Social-Emotional Learning: How to support at-risk students in Guilford County Schools”  
Project Advisers: Jen Mangrum and Nannie Wooten

Courtenay Burton  
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing  
“Preventing Neonatal Hypothermia: Strategies and Methods”  
Project Adviser: Kay Cowen

Brittany Charles  
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology  
“The Role of Sibling Intimacy in the Relationship between Mother-Adolescent Conflict and Adolescent Externalizing Problems”  
Project Adviser: Susan P. Keane

Destinee Charles  
Disciplinary Honors in Music  
“Dark Peace”  
Project Adviser: Guy Capuzzo

Jordyn Cole  
Disciplinary Honors in Speech Language Pathology  
“Research on Auditory Bombardment Therapy and Material Creation for Speech Sound Disorder and Language Disorder Treatment”  
Project Adviser: Robert Mayo

Anna Cooksey  
Disciplinary Honors in English  
“More or Less Dead: A Poetry Chapbook”  
Project Adviser: Professor Jennifer Whitaker

Antoine’ Cunningham  
Disciplinary Honors in Sociology  
“Survival 101: Coping Mechanisms Utilized During the Civil Rights Movement”  
Project Adviser: Shelly Brown-Jeffy

Ruochen Deng  
Disciplinary Honors in Accounting  
“The Effect of ERP Systems and Supply Chain Integration on Company Performance”  
Project Adviser: David Upton

Hannah Ficklin  
Disciplinary Honors in English  
“Multi-Genre and Creativity in the Secondary ELA Classroom: An Ambitious Honors Project”  
Project Adviser: Jeanie Reynolds

Chyanne Flores  
Disciplinary Honors in Sociology  
“Reentry in North Carolina: How One Program Helps Tackle Reintegration”  
Project Adviser: David Kauzlarich

Steven Garfunkel  
Disciplinary Honors in Political Science  
“The Americans with Disabilities Act and the Education System”  
Project Adviser: Gregory McAvoy

Grace George  
Disciplinary Honors in African American and African Diaspora Studies  
“WNBA Athletes, Say What?”  
Project Adviser: Michael Cauthen

Abigail Giles  
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology  
“The Effects of Change Detection on Children’s Retroactive Memory”  
Project Adviser: Stuart Marcovitch

Emily Gordon  
Disciplinary Honors in Music Education  
“Music Business Education in Schools: The Development of a Curriculum Geared Towards Educating and Training Youth for Careers in a Multibillion-Dollar Industry”  
Project Adviser: Jennifer Stewart Walter

David Harp  
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology  
“Rumination the Mediator: Interpretation Bias and the Manifestation of Depression Over Time”  
Project Adviser: Blair E. Wisco

H’Aluya Hdog  
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing  
“Depression Prevention Programs among Nursing Students: Literature Synthesis Using Evidence-Based Practice Model”  
Project Adviser: Ratchneewan Ross

Rudmary A. Hernandez-Baez  
Disciplinary Honors in Speech Language Pathology  
“The Spanish-Speaking Experience Within the Healthcare System: Preliminary Steps in the Development of a Photonovela-Based Health Literacy Program”  
Project Adviser: Robert Mayo

Rachel Hodges  
Disciplinary Honors in Biochemistry  
“Investigation of Strained Ruthenium Complexes as Dual Action Photochemotherapy (PCT)/Photodynamic Therapy (PDT) Agents”  
Project Adviser: Sherri McFarland

Mohammed Hossain  
Disciplinary Honors in Marketing  
“Effect of Idealism and Pragmatism on Employees Compliance with Information Security Policy”  
Project Adviser: Zhiyong Yang
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Brittany Huneycutt  
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing  
“The Role of Nursing in the Care of Patients with Opioid Use Disorder: A Literature Review”  
Project Adviser: Timothy Sowicz

Brittany Jones  
Disciplinary Honors in English  
“From the Center to the Classroom: Applying Writing Center Theory and Practices to First-Year Writing Pedagogy”  
Project Adviser: Jennifer Whitaker

Shelby Joyce  
Disciplinary Honors in English  
“A Cognitive Theory of Literature: Mind Style, Metaphor, and The Bell Jar”  
Project Adviser: Gary Lim

Caroline Kane  
Disciplinary Honors in Philosophy  
“Clarifying Meta-time: A Response to McTaggart”  
Project Adviser: Gary Rosenkrantz

Lauren Kelly  
Disciplinary Honors in Dance  
“Manner of the Oppressed: Women ‘Entangled’ in the Patriarchy”  
Project Adviser: Ana Paula Hofling

Ekaterina Khokhrina  
Disciplinary Honors in Russian Studies  
“The Crumbling of the Russian-American Relationship: Russian Governmental Rhetoric as a Tool of disengaging from the West, 2011-2014”  
Project Adviser: Kathleen MacFie

Alana Lewis  
Disciplinary Honors in English  
“Afro-Orientalism: An Exploration of the Relationship Between African Americans and the Japanese from the 18th to the 21st Century”  
Project Adviser: Noelle Morrissette

Magnolia Long  
Disciplinary Honors in Political Science  
“An Aggregate Analysis of Variation between Immunization Coverage and Political Efficacy”  
Project Adviser: Michael Broache

Kelsey Mason  
Disciplinary Honors in Community and Therapeutic Recreation  
“More than Shyness: A Look at Social Anxiety Disorder and How Recreation Therapy Can Help”  
Project Adviser: Stuart Schleien

Ashley Murray  
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing  
“Implementing Cost-Effective Organizational Interventions to Decrease the Prevalence of Burnout in Emergency Department Nurses”  
Project Adviser: Nancy Hoffart

Bianca Usiomo Okhaiifor  
Disciplinary Honors in Biology  
“The Maternal/Infant Mortality Crisis in the African American Community and Proposed Solutions”  
Project Adviser: John Lepri

Maison O’Neil  
Disciplinary Honors in Drama  
“Urinetown’: The Musical Theatre Choreographic Process”  
Project Adviser: Erin Farrell Speer

Arianna Pappas  
Disciplinary Honors in New Media and Design  
“Incarnate”  
Project Adviser: Chris Cassidy

Rebecca Paschall  
Disciplinary Honors in History  
“A Busing Tale of Two Cities: Boston and Charlotte in the National “Forced Busing” Debate”  
Project Adviser: Thomas Jackson

James Patton  
Disciplinary Honors in Information Systems and Supply Chain Management  
“Delphi Study with Reusable Tool to Learn About Security Concern(s)”  
Project Adviser: Gurpreet Dhillon

Mikayla Petty  
Disciplinary Honors in Speech Language Pathology  
“Research on Auditory Bombardment Therapy and Material Creation for Speech Sound Disorder and Language Disorder Treatment”  
Project Adviser: Robert Mayo

Alyssa Quinlan  
Disciplinary Honors in Sociology  
“The Black Man’s Burden: The Evolution of Racialized Emotions and Structural Violence within the United States’ Criminal Justice System”  
Project Adviser: Shelly Brown-Jeffy

Caroline Rau  
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing  
“Violence Against Nurses in the USA: What Can Be Done?”  
Project Adviser: Debra Stanford

Madeline Rees  
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology  
“Factors Controlling the Mechanisms of Eating Behavior in Humans”  
Project Adviser: George Michel

Joel T. Rieves  
Disciplinary Honors in English  
“Work in Progress (Stories and Poems About County Line)”  
Project Adviser: Jennifer Whitaker
Recognitions and Honors

Disciplinary Honors

Tanaijah Rutledge
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology
“Effects of a Physical-Based Task on Older Adults’ Future Physical Activity Lifestyle Questionnaire (ALQ) Responses”
Project Adviser: Dayna Touron

Julia Skinner
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology
“Using the Senses to Decrease Pain in Childbirth”
Project Adviser: Lori Hubbard

Kimberly Sprangers
Disciplinary Honors in Nursing
“Nurse-led Education of Acute Coronary Syndrome Patients: A Literature Review”
Project Adviser: Van Hom

Alexis Starr
Disciplinary Honors in Biology
“Effects of BPA Exposure on Kisspeptin Neurons in the Medaka Brain (Oryzias latipes)”
Project Adviser: John Lepri

Ei Thinzar
Disciplinary Honors in Psychology
“Updating Episodic Memory: The Role of Encoding Quality in Memory for Change”
Project Adviser: Chris Wahlheim

Carver Thompson
Disciplinary Honors in Sustainable Tourism and Hospitality
“Social Media and Its Effects on the Wedding Industry”
Project Adviser: Erick Byrd

Benjamin Thornburg
Disciplinary Honors in Economics
Project Adviser: Martin Andersen

Sean William Thornton
Disciplinary Honors in Biology
“Identification and characterization of a gene required for meiosis I mono-orientation of sister chromatids in Drosophila”
Project Adviser: John Tomkiel Dean

Samuel Tosto
Disciplinary Honors in Music Studies
“Preparing and Recording a Debut Heavy Metal Album”
Project Adviser: Brett Nolker

Elliott Voorhees
Disciplinary Honors in English
“Fremdmuschel: Poems”
Project Adviser: Emilia Phillips

Jacquelyn Whiteside
Disciplinary Honors in Drama
“Designing Costumes for Pippin, One of the School of Theatre’s Mainstage Productions”
Project Adviser: Professor Deborah Bell

Ashley Wiley
Disciplinary Honors in Public Health Education
“Got Milk? Then DONATE!”
Project Adviser: Meredith Gringle

Xinru Yan
Disciplinary Honors in Teacher Education
“Guided Reading and How It Impacts Reading Motivation and Comprehension”
Project Adviser: Ye He

Full University Honors

Jorge Alamillo
Full University Honors in Economics
“Hilfe für die Moderne Hanse: How Economic Cooperation and Sustainable Development Can Improve the Economies of Schleswig-Holstein and Mecklenburg-Vorpommern”
Project Adviser: Berrak Bahadir

Hannah Astin
Full University Honors in Political Science
“Examining Internal and External Constraints Imposed on Supreme Court Decision-Making using the Rational Choice Model”
Project Adviser: Susan Johnson

Zoie Bunch
Full University Honors in Biochemistry
“Potential Utilization of Citrus Waste as a Source for Natural Food Preservatives”
Project Adviser: Nadja Cech
Recognitions and Honors
Full University Honors

Christian Cagle
Full University Honors in Psychology
“The Effects of Perceived Power on Changes in Romantic Partner Ideals”
Project Adviser: Levi Baker

Shelby Corriher
Full University Honors in Communication Sciences and Disorders
“Portfolio of Evidence-Based Practice: Case Study with a Focus on Fluency and its Treatment in Conjunction with Speech-Sound Disorders”
Project Adviser: Robert Mayo

Caroline Galdi
Full University Honors in English
“No Solution: A Collection of Fiction”
Project Adviser: Jessie Van Rheenen

Caroline Jean Garner
Full Honors in Arts Administration
“The Impact of Arts and Culture in Communities and the Perceived Roles of Faith-Based Nonprofit Organizations”
Project Adviser: Hannah Grannemann

Aran Garnett-Deakin
Full University Honors in Human Development and Family Studies
“All I Want Out of Life is a Family”: Examining How Violence and Masculinity Informs Fathering for Young Black Men
Project Adviser: Jocelyn Smith Lee

Raygan Hansley
Full University Honors in International Business
“Challenges Facing International Virtual Teams: An Analysis of the X-Culture Project”
Project Adviser: Vasyl Taras

Anita Harris
Full University Honors in Political Science
“Did Galanter Get it Right: Analyzing Party Capability Theory in the Twentieth Century”
Project Adviser: Susan Jonson

Ciara Kranzler
Full University Honors in Communication Sciences and Disorders
“Increasing Confidence Levels and Coping Skills Through an Educational Curriculum for Parents of Children who Stutter”
Project Adviser: Kelly Harrington

Eliza Rosebrock
Full University Honors in Art History
“A Taste Which Has Obtained So Much Among Us of Late”: Classical and Renaissance Themes in English Landscape Gardens
Project Adviser: Elizabeth Perrill

Marisa Sloan
Full University Honors in Chemistry
“Mono- and Di-Substituted Fluorobenzaldehydes as Substrates for Rabbit Liver Aldehyde Oxidase”
Project Adviser: Bruce Banks

Jurne Smith
Full University Honors in Dance
“CANCELLED”
Project Adviser: Ana Paula Hofling

Lauren Szalay
Full University Honors in Specialized Education Services
“Early Intervention in Deaf and Hard of Hearing Children”
Project Adviser: Jon Henner

Cameron Warren
Full University Honors in Business Administration
“Creating Opportunity from Waste: The Circular Economy”
Project Adviser: Riika Sarala

Erica Yepiz
Full University Honors in Spanish
“What Even Is Content-Based Instruction?: A Student Teacher’s Perspective on Planning a Content-Based Curriculum for Spanish Classes in North Carolina”
Project Adviser: Brenda Ross

Senior University Marshals

Kelly Arce
Nimra Haider
Heather Sharpe
Kaliyah Belk
Bianca Hanafin
Katie St John
Kelsey Best
Mohammed Hossain
Lililbert Venegas
Josephine Compeau
Chelsea McElfresh
Cameron Warren
Grant Fuller
Ashley Murray
Ana Maria Garcia Martinez
Abigail Panz
Recognitions and Honors
Scholarship and Fellowship Awards

Alumni Fellowship
Katherine N. Cotter

Alumni Scholarship
Carolyn Garner
Ciara Kranzler
Garrett Noid

Ruth Butler Bailey Scholarship
Katherine Tardif

Board of Visitors Chancellors Scholarship
Tucker Daniel

Kathleen Price & Joseph M. Bryan Scholarship
Emily Barnes
Daniel Rust
Hayden Thomas
Jordan Gontram
Miranda Sherman

Ethel Virginia Butler Centennial Scholarship
Caroline Jester
Lindsey Smith
Nicole Wood
Madison Otto
Abby Utne

Barbara C. Carter and Hal B. Phillips Jr. Scholarship
Casey Balser

Class of 1951 Scholarship
Benjamin Buben

Class of 1955 Scholarship
Matthew Hellenbrand

Class of 1970 Scholarship
Dalton Melvin

Community College President’s Scholarship
Alisha Baity
Sthana Johnson
Edith Smith
Haylee Baldwin
Skylar Jones
Linda Summers
Annie Chrismon
Cynthia Loredo
Johnathan Taylor
Elizabeth Davis
Sarah Meadows
Caitlyn Vincent
Olivia Jessup
Constance Safley
Veronica Wisnewski

May Donoho Scholarship
Zoie Bunch
Recogntiions and Honors
Scholarship and Fellowship Awards

Fisher Centennial Merit Award
Ella Wells
Julia Whalen

Fiftieth Class Reunion Scholarship
Nygel Harris

Charles A. Hayes Fellowship
Stacy Fawn Reed
Christine Michelle Rockey

Jefferson-Pilot Scholarship
Kristina El-Khoury

Claudia Buchdahl Kadis Scholarship
Megan Toler

Carolyn Bason Long Scholarship
Jorge Alamillo
Aran Garnett-Deakin
Rachel Hodges
Rebecca Kurt
Emmaline Montgomerie

Martha F. McNair Scholarship
Shanelle Tate

Jaylee Montague Mead Scholarship
Victoria Crane
Sadie Rudd

Phoebe Routh Patterson & Anthony Patterson
Endowed Scholarship
Daniel Rust

The L. Richardson and Emily Preyer Scholarship
Carolyn Garner
Emma Levrio

John and Winifred Reid Merit Scholarship
Jordan Shadley

Katherine Smith Reynolds Scholarship
Shelby Corriher
Briana Franklin

Corrine Suissman Segal Scholarship
Lauren Szalay
Recognitions and Honors
Scholarship and Fellowship Awards

Harry B. and Edith V. Sloan Memorial Scholarship
in Science, Mathematics, and Health
Ciara Kranzler

Valedictorian/Salutatorian Scholarship
Ja’Naisa Harris           David Koehler           Hayden Thomas

Joyce Whitfield Williams Merit Scholarship
Erin Burgner

Integrative Community Studies Certificate
Nicholas Adkins           Angela Greene           Catherine Minton
Patrick Brockington       Amari Hathaway         Vaughn Thompson
Katie Carter              Amanda Holley          Jarrett Tieskoetter
Grace Foster              Olivia Hunt            Daniel Verhaagen
Kimberly Granger          Grace McLean          Carter Williams
Doctoral Recognition Ceremony 2020

Presented Virtually

Three O’Clock
Friday Afternoon, January 15
Two Thousand Twenty One
Doctoral Recognition Ceremony Program

Prelude
UNCG Commencement Brass
“Die Bankelsangerlieder”

National Anthem
Michael Friedrich, May ’20

Greetings from the Graduate School
Dr. Kelly Burke, Vice Provost and Dean for Graduate Education

Greetings from the Faculty
Dr. Anthony Chow, Faculty Senate Chair, Associate Professor of Library and Information Studies

Greetings from the Graduate Student Association
Lexi Hoopman, GSA Vice President, PhD Candidate

Chancellor’s Welcome
Dr. Franklin D. Gilliam, Jr., Chancellor

Greetings from the Board of Trustees
Betsy Oakley ’69, Chair of the Board of Trustees

Doctoral Recognition Ceremony Address
Dr. Fran Page, Professor Emeritus, Meredith College

Doctoral Graduate Addresses
Derick Devon Jones, Jr. ’20
Latifa A. Alsalimi ’20

Authorization for the Conferring of Degrees
Betsy Oakley ’69, Chair of the Board of Trustees

Presentation of Doctoral Degree Candidates
Dr. Kelly Burke, Vice Provost and Dean for Graduate Education

Conferring of Degrees
Dr. Franklin D. Gilliam, Jr., Chancellor

Special Remarks and Recognitions
Dr. Franklin D. Gilliam, Jr., Chancellor

Singing of the Alma Mater
UNCG Chorale
Doctoral Degrees
Doctor of Philosophy

1 Mariam M. Abdelaziz
B.S., M.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Alan G. Kamhi, Committee Chair

1 Khulod Saleh Alamer
B.A.
M.Ed., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Special Education
Belinda Hardin, Committee Co-Chair
Salih Rakap, Committee Co-Chair

Sarah Jane Allen
B.S., Texas Tech University
Au.D., Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Denise Tucker, Committee Chair

Monir Morisheed R. Almotairy
B.S., King Saud University
M.S.N., University of Miami
Nursing
Nancy Hoffart, Committee Chair

Rashed Fehaid Alqahtani
B.Ed., King Saud University
M.Ed., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Special Education
Christie L. Cavanaugh, Committee Chair

Latifa Ali Alsalimi
B.A., Kuwait University
M.S., University of Arkansas
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Robert Mayo, Committee Chair

Emily Kathryn Andrews
B.A., Georgia State University
M.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Psychology
Julia Mendez Smith, Committee Chair

1 Jordan Lani Austin
B.S., The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
M.S., Ed.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Counseling and Counselor Education
L. DiAnne Borders, Committee Chair

Durga Manjari Arvapalli
B. Tech., Acharya Nagarjuna University
M.S., North Carolina A&T State University
Nanoscience
Jianjun Wei, Committee Chair

Cherie McNeill Avent
B.F.A., M.A., M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Educational Research, Measurement, and Evaluation
Ayesha Boyce, Committee Chair

Ndye Astou Aw
B.A., University of Manitoba
M.A., University of Calgary
Economics
Albert Link, Committee Chair

1 Matthew Dwayne Balentine
B.S., University of North Alabama
M.A., University of Wyoming
Geography
Corey Johnson, Committee Chair

Marta Benito Gomez
Bachelor’s Degree, University of Santiago de Compostela
M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Human Development and Family Studies
Anne C. Fletcher, Committee Chair

Tomisha LaShawn Brock
B.M., Virginia State University
M.M., Norfolk State University
Music Education
Jennifer S. Walter, Committee Chair

Robert Charles Brucia
B.A., East Carolina University
M.Ed., University of Illinois at Chicago
Educational Research, Measurement, and Evaluation
Richard M. Luecht, Committee Chair

1 Rebecca Marie Cash
B.A., B.A., Mississippi State University
M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Counseling and Counselor Education
Carrie Wachtler Morris, Committee Chair

1 Monalesia Harmon Chapman
B.S., The University of Alabama at Birmingham
B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nursing
Debra C. Wallace, Committee Chair

Alexander Paul Christensen
B.S., University of Minnesota
M.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Psychology
Paul Silvia, Committee Chair

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
Katherine N. Cotter  
B.A., Elizabethtown College  
M.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Psychology  
*Paul Silvia, Committee Chair*

1. Degree awarded August 2020.

Catherine Lynette Cotton  
B.A., M.A., Marshall University  
Communication Sciences and Disorders  
*Robert Mayo, Committee Chair*

Gianina Marie Coturri Sorenson  
B.A., University of California, Davis  
M.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Psychology  
*Paul Silvia, Committee Chair*

Katherine Hedeler Driscoll  
B.S., B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University  
M.Ed., Ed.S., University of Florida  
Counseling and Counselor Education  
*Craig S. Cashwell, Committee Chair*

Nneze Njideka Eluka  
B.S., M.Nutr., North Carolina State University  
Community Health Education  
*Sharron Morrison, Committee Chair*

Shirley Etienne  
B.S., Long Island University  
M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Nursing  
*Susan Letzok, Committee Chair*

1. Sheeba Dawood  
B.Tech., M.Tech., Amity University  
Nanoscience  
*Hemali Rathnayake, Committee Chair*

Nzinga Njiendeke Eluaka  
B.S., M.Nutr., North Carolina State University  
Community Health Education  
*Sharron Morrison, Committee Chair*

Lindsey Ruth Gedaly  
B.A., Clark University  
M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Human Development and Family Studies  
*Cheryl Buehler, Committee Chair*

Elbert Hawkins III  
B.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
M.S., North Carolina A&T State University  
Educational Studies  
*Leila Villaverde, Committee Chair*

Amy Hewitt  
B.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
M.Ed., Elon University  
Educational Studies  
*Victoria Jacobs, Committee Chair*

Alla Marie Hill  
B.S., Appalachian State University  
Nutrition  
*Jigna Dharod, Committee Chair*

Tierney Brenna Hinman  
B.A., University of Northern Colorado  
M.Ed., University of Florida  
Educational Studies  
*Colleen Fairbanks, Committee Chair*

Elliott Zachary Hollifield  
B.S., Appalachian State University  
M.A., Wake Forest University  
Computational Mathematics  
*Maya Chhetri, Committee Chair*

Erica-Brittany M. Horhn  
B.A., Baldwin Wallace University  
M.A., North Carolina A&T State University  
Educational Studies  
*Leila Villaverde, Committee Chair*

Christopher Andrew Hylton  
B.A., The University of North Carolina at Wilmington  
B.S., M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Environmental Health Science  
*John Tomkiel Dean, Committee Chair*

Sydeena Elizabeth Isacs  
B.S., M.S., Appalachian State University  
Nutrition  
*Lenka H. Shriver, Committee Chair*

Israa Hani Asad Isawi  
B.S., Jordan University of Science and Technology  
Medicinal Biochemistry  
*Patricia H. Reggio, Committee Chair*
Doctoral Degrees
Doctor of Philosophy

Zuowel Ji  
Bachelor’s Degree, Linyl University  
M.S., Sookmyung Women’s University  
Nanoscience  
Jianjun Wei, Committee Chair

Jennifer Elizabeth Jones-Goodwin  
B.S., M.A., Appalachian State University  
Educational Studies  
Colleen M. Fairbanks, Committee Chair

Amber Marie Kelley  
B.S., St. Norbert College  
Medicinal Biochemistry  
Kimberly Petersen, Committee Chair

Christine Bazik Kress  
B.S.N., East Carolina University  
M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Nursing  
Lynne P. Lewallen, Committee Chair

Peijia Ku  
B. Eng., Dalian University of Technology  
M.S., Jinan University  
Environmental Health Science  
Martin Tsz-Ki Tsui, Committee Chair

Andrea Laura Kulish  
B.A., Catholic University of America  
M.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Psychology  
Gabriela L. Stein, Committee Chair

Alexandra Leslie Lay  
M.A., St. Norbert College  
M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Educational Research, Measurement, and Evaluation  
John T. Willse, Committee Chair

Paul Henri Joseph LeBlanc  
The Saint John School of Nursing  
M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
Nursing  
Susan Lettrak, Committee Chair

Jungmin Lee  
B.S.N., M.S.N., Hallym University  
Nursing  
Ratchneewan Ross, Committee Chair

Justina Carmela Licata  
B.A., Wagner College  
M.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
History  
Lisa Levenstein, Committee Chair

Donovan Albert Livingston  
B.A., The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
M.Ed., Teachers College, Columbia University  
Educational Studies  
Leila Villaverde, Committee Chair

Chanel Theresa LoJacono  
B.S., Pepperdine University  
M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Kinesiology  
Christopher K. Rhea, Committee Chair

Madeleine Morris Lowman  
B.A., Converse College  
M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Counseling and Counselor Education  
L. DiAnne Borders, Committee Chair

Bin Luo  
B.Eng., South China University of Technology  
M.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Computational Mathematics  
Xiaoli Gao, Committee Chair

Andrea Marie McCrary  
B.A., Queens University of Charlotte  
M.A., The University of Tennessee, Knoxville  
English  
Risa Applegarth, Committee Chair

Bryan Todd McMillan  
B.A., The University of North Carolina at Pembroke  
M.A., East Carolina University  
English  
Karen Kilcup, Committee Chair

Alison Kay Mercier  
B.S., North Carolina State University  
M.Ed., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Educational Studies  
Heidi Carlone, Committee Chair

Hanna Elizabeth Townsend Moore  
B.S., Indiana Wesleyan University  
M.Ed., Elon University  
Special Education  
Shaqwana Freeman-Green, Committee Chair

Jamian D. Newton  
B.A., The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Kinesiology  
Diane L. Gill, Committee Co-Chair  
Erin Reifsteck, Committee Co-Chair

1. Degree awarded August 2020.
Doctoral Degrees
Doctor of Philosophy

Carole Debora Nounkeu
M.D., University of Yaounde I
M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nutrition
Jigna Dharod, Committee Chair

Lindsey Ryan Oakes
B.S., University of Florida
M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Community Health Education
Robert Strack, Committee Chair

Stephanie Patrice O’Brien
B.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
M.A., The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Educational Studies
Leila Villaverde, Committee Chair

Lorissa Charis Pagan
B.A., M.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Economics
Christopher Swann, Committee Chair

Kyoungyoun Park-Braswell
B.Ph.Ed., Hanshin University
M.S., South Dakota State University
Kinesiology
Randy J. Schmitz, Committee Chair

Amara Haydée Pérez
B.A., Randolph-Macon Women’s College
M.S., Portland State University
Educational Studies
Kathy Hytten, Committee Chair

Angiemil Pérez Peña
B.A., University of Central Florida
M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Counseling and Counselor Education
Craig Cashwell, Committee Chair

Mary Lee Porterfield
B.A., Wake Forest University
M.F.A., Brooklyn College
M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Human Development and Family Studies
Catherine Scott-Little, Committee Chair

Dolly Pressley Byrd
B.A., Wake Forest University
M.S.N., Yale University
Nursing
Robin Bartlett, Committee Chair

Aaron Frost Rapp
B.S., Mars Hill University
M.S., Western Carolina University
Computational Mathematics
Thomas Lewis, Committee Co-Chair
Yi Zhang, Committee Co-Chair

Stacy Wilder Reed
B.A., University of Kentucky
M.A., Eastern Kentucky University
English
Nancy A. Myers, Committee Chair

Heather Hinkle Roberts
B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Charlotte
M.S.N., Queens University of Charlotte
Nursing
Debra C. Wallace, Committee Chair

Alex Thomas Sheardy
B.S., The University of Texas at Dallas
M.S., University of California, Berkeley
Nanoscience
Jianjun Wei, Committee Chair

Ali Imran Shiave
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, Dhaka
Nanoscience
Dennis LaJeunesse, Committee Chair

William Gary Southerland Jr.
B.A., The Florida State University
M.M., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Music Education
Brett Nolker, Committee Chair

Emma M. Sunnassee
B.A., The University of North Carolina at Charlotte
M.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Educational Research, Measurement, and Evaluation
Ayeshua Boyce, Committee Co-Chair
John Wilcse, Committee Co-Chair

Oliver Melton-Christian Thomas
B.A., North Carolina A&T State University
M.Div., Wake Forest University
Educational Studies
Leila Villaverde, Committee Chair

Shemeka Yolanda Thorpe
B.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
M.S., Florida State University
Community Health Education
Amanda Tanner, Committee Chair
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Doctoral Degrees

Docto"r of Philosophy

Melissa Sardina Totten
B.S., Ithaca College
M.S., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Nutrition
  Keith Erikson, Committee Chair
Shreya Vaishnav
B.A., Duquesne University
M.C., Arizona State University
Counseling and Counselor Education
  Kelly Wester, Committee Chair
Samue"lla Opoku Ware
B.A., University of Pittsburgh
M.P.H., East Stroudsburg University
Community Health Education
  Amanda E. Tanner, Committee Chair
Amber Crawford Welborn
B.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nursing
  Lynne P. Lewallen, Committee Chair
Masahiro Yamada
B.S., California State University, Northridge
M.S.Ed., Southern Illinois University
Kinesiology
  Louisa D. Raisbeck, Committee Co-Chair
  Christopher Rhea, Committee Co-Chair
Ryan Anthony Yarbrough
B.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nanoscience
  Hemali Rathnayake, Committee Chair
Qi Zhang
B.S., M.A., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Computational Mathematics
  Sat Gupta, Committee Chair

Doctor of Musical Arts

John David Alexander
B.A., M.M., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Music
  Welborn Young, Committee Chair
Anja Arko
B.M., University of Ljubljana
M.M., University of Florida
Music
  Joseph DiPiazza, Committee Chair
William Benjamin Cantrell
B.M.Ed., Morehead State University
M.M., Radford University
Music
  Eric J. Willie, Committee Chair
Kenneth Michael Davis
B.S., Furman University
B.A., Georgia Regents University
M.M., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Music
  John Salmon, Committee Chair
Jared Lee Gilbert
B.M.Ed., Central Michigan University
M.M., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Music
  Randy Kohlenberg, Committee Chair
Natalie Mae Khatibzadeh
B.M., Ithaca College
M.M., University of Maryland College Park
Music
  Andrew Willis, Committee Chair

1 Pamela Lynn Klena
B.M., Lee University
M.M., Central Michigan University
Music
  Kevin M. Geraldi, Committee Co-Chair
  John R. Locke, Committee Co-Chair
Brannon Vincent Kling
B.M., Appalachian State University
M.M., M.M., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Music
  Randy Kohlenberg, Committee Chair
Suzanne Ursula Polak
B.M., M.M., Duquesne University
Music
  James Douglass, Committee Chair
Abigail Helen Simeneau
B.A., University of New Hampshire
M.M., Southern Illinois University
Music
  Mary Ashely Barret, Committee Co-Chair
  Erika Boosen, Committee Co-Chair
Bethany Shaune Uhler
B.M., Bob Jones University
M.M., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Music
  Alexander Ezer"man, Committee Co-Chair
  Rebecca MacLeod, Committee Co-Chair
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**David Allen Adeimy Jr.**
B.S., Appalachian State University
M.A., University of North Carolina at Pembroke
Kinesiology
Pamela L. Kocher Brown, Committee Co-Chair
Michael Hemphill, Committee Co-Chair

**Shanta Mitchell Buchanan**
B.S., M.S.A., Ed.S., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Educational Leadership
Craig Peck, Committee Co-Chair

**Lynda Ann Butler-Storsved**
B.A., Adrian College
M.A., Ball State University
Kinesiology
Pamela L. Kocher Brown, Committee Chair

**Ronnie Delaney Christian**
B.S., Appalachian State University
M.S., North Carolina A&T University
Ed.S., Walden University
Educational Leadership
Craig Peck, Committee Chair

**Troy Andrew Coppus**
B.S., Ohio Northern University
M.S., High Point University
Kinesiology
Pamela L. Kocher Brown, Committee Co-Chair
Diane L. Gill, Committee Co-Chair

**Shannon Jane Cross**
B.S., University of Southern California
M.S., California State University, Long Beach
Kinesiology
Diane L. Gill, Committee Co-Chair
Erin Reifsteck, Committee Co-Chair

**Amanda Hamilton Durall**
B.S., University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
MPH., East Tennessee State University
Kinesiology
Diane L. Gill, Committee Chair

**Susan Christian Edkins**
B.A., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
M.S., University of Oregon
Kinesiology
Pamela L. Kocher Brown, Committee Co-Chair
Diane L. Gill, Committee Co-Chair

**Melissa Anne Goines**
B.S., Xavier University
M.S., Indiana University Bloomington
Kinesiology
Pamela L. Kocher Brown, Committee Co-Chair
Michael Hemphill, Committee Co-Chair

**Susan Scholl Harding**
B.A., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
M.S., University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Kinesiology
Diane L. Gill, Committee Chair

**Beverly Renae Justice**
B.S., University of North Carolina at Pembroke
M.A., Western Michigan University
Kinesiology
Diane L. Gill, Committee Chair

**Randall Scott Lazicki**
B.S., Wingate University
DPT, Elon University
Kinesiology
Pamela L. Kocher Brown, Committee Chair

**Julius Macon Monk**
B.S., North Carolina A&T University
M.E., Western Carolina University
Educational Leadership
Craig Peck, Committee Chair

**Sean Ross Preuss**
B.A., Southampton College, Long Island University
M.S., Arizona State University
Kinesiology
Diane L. Gill, Committee Chair

**Christine Michelle Rockey**
B.S., Santa Clara University
M.S., University of Mississippi
Kinesiology
Pamela L. Kocher Brown, Committee Chair

**Marcia Ann Rosiek**
B.A., University of North Carolina at Charlotte
M.A., University of South Florida
Kinesiology
Diane L. Gill, Committee Co-Chair
Erin Reifsteck, Committee Co-Chair

**Richard Laurice Steele**
B.S., James Madison University
M.S., George Mason University
Kinesiology
Pamela L. Kocher Brown, Committee Co-Chair
Erin Reifsteck, Committee Co-Chair

**Anna Arlart Winstead**
B.S., Furman University
M.Ed., University of South Carolina Upstate
Kinesiology
Diane L. Gill, Committee Chair

---
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Nana Yaa Serwaa Addai
B.S.N., Capital University
Nursing
Carolyn Hoskins, Project Team Leader

Anthony Olusola Adegoke
B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
M.S.N., Walden University
Nursing
Kathryn Lawrence, Project Team Leader

Chad Edward Allen
B.A., The University of North Carolina at Charlotte
B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nursing
Katie Scott Wingate, Project Team Leader

Justin Randolph Allen
B.S.N., Appalachian State University
M.S.N., University of Colorado Denver
Nursing
Jason Upham, Project Team Leader

Marnie Elizabeth Anderson
B.S.N., Armstrong State University
Nursing
Carolyn Hoskins, Project Team Leader

Danielle Grunewald Anspach
B.S.N., M.S.N., East Carolina University
Nursing
Kathryn Lawrence, Project Team Leader

Ramona Rochelle Basnight
B.S.N., M.S.N., Chamberlain University
Nursing
Cheryl Arcuni Wicker, Project Team Leader

Inga Funtella Benson
B.S.N., M.S.N., Winston Salem State University
Nursing
Stephanie Pickett, Project Team Leader

Jacenta Anne Best
B.S.N., Southern Illinois University Edwatersville
M.S.N., Queens University of Charlotte
Nursing
Stephanie Pickett, Project Team Leader

Kennitrish Nickola Bracey
B.S.N., North Carolina A&T University
Nursing
Mollie E. Aleshire, Project Team Leader

Sheila Love Brown
B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Nursing
Tammie Gainey, Project Team Leader

Anna Marie Bryan
B.S.N., M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Pembroke
Nursing
Stephanie Pickett, Project Team Leader

James Matthew Cable
B.S.N., Appalachian State University
Nursing
Carolyn Hoskins, Project Team Leader

Michael William Causey
B.S.N., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Nursing
Linda Stone, Project Team Leader

Megan Hildebrand Childs
B.S.N., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Nursing
Jamison Lord, Project Team Leader

Nicole Eileen Clark-Ward
B.S.N., Jacksonville University
M.B.A., Regis University
M.S.N., Walden University
Nursing
Stephanie Pickett, Project Team Leader

Alexandra Hiroko Cole
B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nursing
Mollie E. Aleshire, Project Team Leader

Katelyn Ann Cox
B.S.N., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Nursing
Eric Gill, Project Team Leader

Anna Lowery Daniel
B.S.N., East Carolina University
Nursing
Jamison Lord, Project Team Leader

Jennaya Lynn Davis
B.S.N., MacMurray College
Nursing
Carolyn Hoskins, Project Team Leader

Rochelle Nieblas Davis
B.M., California State University, Long Beach
B.S.N., Duke University
Nursing
Jamison Lord, Project Team Leader

Meredith Paige Dunzewiler
B.S., Guilford College
B.S.N., Duke University
Nursing
Tammie Gainey, Project Team Leader
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Katie Leigh Durham  
B.S.N., M.S.N., University of Alabama at Birmingham  
Nursing  
  Angela Kabbe, Project Team Leader

Sara Elizabeth Early  
B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Nursing  
  Carolyn Hoskins, Project Team Leader

Miranda Bare Edwards  
B.S.N., Winston Salem State University  
M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Charlotte  
Nursing  
  Stephanie Pickett, Project Team Leader

Cristine Carter Eudy  
B.S.N., M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Charlotte  
Nursing  
  Cheryl A. Wicker, Project Team Leader

Shawna Avre Faulk  
B.S.N., University of Phoenix  
M.S.N., University of Cincinnati  
Nursing  
  Angela Kabbe, Project Team Leader

Richard James Foxworth  
B.S.N., East Carolina University  
Nursing  
  Angela Kabbe, Project Team Leader

Pauline Nzote Foy  
B.S.N., University of Buea  
M.S.N., Duke University  
Nursing  
  Angela Kabbe, Project Team Leader

Katelyn Noel Gamache  
B.S.N., University of North Carolina at Wilmington  
Nursing  
  Angela Kabbe, Project Team Leader

Tammy Denise Garcia  
B.S.N., M.S.N., Winston Salem State University  
Nursing  
  Stephanie Pickett, Project Team Leader

Kimberly Baker Gitter  
B.A., Wake Forest University  
B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
M.S.N., Duke University  
Nursing  
  Cheryl A. Wicker, Project Team Leader

Joseph Michael Gray  
B.S., Duke University  
B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Nursing  
  Katie Scott Wingate, Project Team Leader

Jonathan Ray Hall  
B.S.N., University of Texas Arlington  
Nursing  
  Mollie E. Aleshire, Project Team Leader

William Ellis Harris  
B.S., North Carolina State University  
B.S.N., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
Nursing  
  Angela Kabbe, Project Team Leader

Arielle Renae Hayden  
B.S.N., Emory University  
Nursing  
  Jamison Lord, Project Team Leader

José Lisandro Hernández Pérez  
B.S.N., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
B.S., Universidad del Salvador  
Nursing  
  Angela Kabbe, Project Team Leader

Dawnelle Pierce Holadia  
B.S.N., M.S.N., East Carolina University  
Nursing  
  Carolyn Hoskins, Project Team Leader

Ruth Ann Dubbelman Jenny  
B.S., North Carolina State University  
B.S.N., Kent State University  
Nursing  
  Eric Gill, Project Team Leader

Jordan Craven Jones  
B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Charlotte  
Nursing  
  Katie Scott Wingate, Project Team Leader

Jennise Michelle Kelson  
B.S.N., Augusta University  
M.S., Xavier University of Louisiana  
Nursing  
  Cheryl Wicker, Project Team Leader

Aaron Philip Kemmling  
B.S.B.A., University of Missouri  
B.S.N., MidAmerican Nazarene College  
Nursing  
  Mollie Aleshire, Project Team Leader

Jenna Leigh Koenigshofer  
B.S., Northern Illinois University  
M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Nursing  
  Angela Kabbe, Project Team Leader
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>University/Institute</th>
<th>Degree(s)</th>
<th>Project Team Leader</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lynn Elizabeth Lam</td>
<td>B.S.N., M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Angela Kabbe, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Trakas Lawson</td>
<td>B.S.N., Winston-Salem State University</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Tammie Gainey, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha L. Ligouri</td>
<td>B.S.N., East Carolina University</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Mollie Aleshire, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Phillip Louw</td>
<td>B.S.N., University of Massachusetts Dartmouth</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Mollie Aleshire, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Michael Mannion</td>
<td>B.S.N., Thomas Jefferson University</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Mollie Aleshire, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Lucille McConnell</td>
<td>B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro</td>
<td>M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>Kathryn Lawrence, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levi Scotty McGowan</td>
<td>B.S.N., East Carolina University</td>
<td>M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro</td>
<td>Kathryn Lawrence, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monina Calayag Medina-Vargas</td>
<td>B.S.N., University of the Philippines Manila</td>
<td>M.S.N., University of Phoenix</td>
<td>Kathryn Lawrence, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Carol Mesaros</td>
<td>B.S.N., University of Kentucky</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Jamison Lord, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Dale Millen Sr.</td>
<td>B.S.N., M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Carolyn Hoskins, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilary Lucinda Nguyen</td>
<td>B.S.N., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Mollie Aleshire, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Michael Mannion</td>
<td>B.S.N., Thomas Jefferson University</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Kathryn Lawrence, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherri Lee Pearce</td>
<td>B.S.N., M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Kathryn Lawrence, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaz Thomas Pichette</td>
<td>B.S.N., Madonna University</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Kathryn Lawrence, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peyton Caroline Player</td>
<td>B.S.N., Clemson University</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Angela Kabbe, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felicia Marie Preudhomme</td>
<td>B.A., University of Denver</td>
<td>B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>Kathryn Lawrence, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Marie Qualheim</td>
<td>B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Carolyn Hoskins, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terynn Elizabeth Reed</td>
<td>B.S.N., Mount Mercy College</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Jamison Lord, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Taylor Reid</td>
<td>B.S.N., Appalachian State University</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Katie Cott Wingate, Project Team Leader</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Charlie Martin Robertson III
B.S.N., Winston-Salem State University
M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nursing
Cheryl A. Wicker, Project Team Leader

Kelley Cox Rodriguez
B.S.N., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Nursing
Jamison Lord, Project Team Leader

Brooke Martin Shaw
B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nursing
Mollie E. Aleshire, Project Team Leader

Meredith Lea Smith
B.A., Rockingham Community College
B.S.N., University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nursing
Mollie Aleshire, Project Team Leader

Pandora Ann Smith-Dumas
B.S.N., M.S.N., Winston-Salem State University
Nursing
Tammy Gainey, Project Team Leader

Camille Yvette Southerland
B.S.N., M.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nursing
Stephanie Pickett, Project Team Leader

Angela S. Stewart
B.S.N., North Carolina A&T State University
Nursing
Kathryn Lawrence, Project Team Leader

Chelsey Rae Stovall
B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nursing
Mollie E. Aleshire, Project Team Leader

Michael Lee Swartz
B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nursing
Katie Scott Wingate, Project Team Leader

Nicole Marie Tschudi
B.S.N., University of North Carolina at Wilmington
Nursing
Jamison Lord, Project Team Leader

Mary Ann Todd
B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nursing
Katie Scott Wingate, Project Team Leader

Brandon William Tushek
B.Ed., B.S.N University of Toledo
Nursing
Mollie Aleshire, Project Team Leader

Tiffany A. Wallace
B.S.N., The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Nursing
Tammie Gainey, Project Team Leader

Jaimee L. Watts-Isley
B.S.N., MCPHS University
Nursing
Katie Scott Wingate, Project Team Leader

Erika L. Webster
B.S.N., M.S.N., Winston-Salem State University
Nursing
Stephanie Pickett, Project Team Leader

Jordan Reid Wilkes
B.S.N., University of Iowa
Nursing
Mollie Aleshire, Project Team Leader

Lisa Lynn Womer
B.S.N., University of North Carolina at Wilmington
Nursing
Eric Gill, Project Team Leader

Tracy Elizabeth Workman
B.S.N., Appalachian State University
Nursing
Mollie Aleshire, Project Team Leader

This program was compiled and published by the University Registrar’s Office.
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this program’s content.
Any omissions or errors are unintentional.

3,700 copies of this public document were printed at a cost of $4,218, or $1.14 per copy.
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